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University of Memphis Magazine. For our
cover, University photographer Gil Michael
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institution's new name.
We appreciate our readers' positive response to the surveys included in the winter
magazine. The results are currently being
tabulated. Many of the suggestions will be
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Comments directed toward specific individuals
-such as President Lane Rawlins-are being
forwarded to them.
Please continue to send us your comments
and let us know ways we can improve the
magazine.
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"While the people of Tennessee are
familiar with the excellent
curriculum, innovative programs
and outstanding faculty available at
Memphis State, a name change
would draw new attention to the
University from around the country."
-U. S. Sen. Jim Sasser, speaking in
November of 1993 on the University
name change proposal.

t was an idea whose time had come.
And it would take a legislative act
to do it.
Tennessee Senate Bill 1481, signed into
law Feb. 7, 1994, by Gov. Ned McWherter,
makes it official: the institution has been
renamed The University of Memphis.
"Name changes concerning this institution have signaled growth and this time
is no different," President Lane Rawlins
says. "This University is increasingly
becoming a leading urban resource and
research institution. Proper, accurate visibility is essential to the well-being of our
University. "
History books reveal the University has
undergone name changes at key stages of
development in its 82-year existence.
The facility opened September 10, 1912,
as West Tennessee State Normal School, an
institution that trained primary and secondary education teachers. In 1925 the
school changed its name to West Tennessee
State Teachers College. Upon expansion of
the liberal arts curriculum in 1941, the
name became Memphis State College.
On July 1, 1957, with a graduate school
already in place, the Memphis State University label was adopted. That name would
last 37 years, though the idea of changing
the name to The University of Memphis has
been around since Dr. Billy M. Jones became president in 1973.
As Dr. Jones was introduced to the Memphis community through luncheons and
other community events, civic and political
leaders often advocated a name change for
the University. The suggestion resurfaced
when Dr. Thomas G. Carpenter (B.S. '49)
became president in 1980, and was reiterated when Dr. Rawlins was selected president in 1991. After studying the idea, the

I

The University of Memphis:
A Great University for a Great City
With a proud tradition and a new name, The University of
Memphis stands at a juncture where the decisions and actions of
the next few years will determine whether or not it becomes a
nationally prominent urban university. Our goal is to render
unqualified excellence in instruction, research and outreach, thereby
giving Memphis the "university of distinction" status and helping
us become one of the nation's economic growth centers and a social
and cultural leader.
To some, the goal of becoming one of the nation's finest urban
universities seems too high. We must be realistic and understand
that it will take a sustained effort over many years. But the goal is
attainable through plans and strategies rooted in practical daily
procedures. We must never forget that every decision, every day
must be made with our long-term goals in mind.
To attain our objectives, we must raise the quality and increase
the scope of our efforts. Higher quality includes higher standards
for our students, better equipment for classrooms and laboratories
and improved efforts to build and retain a dedicated, scholarly
faculty who can prepare our students for better lives. Increased
scope involves extending and applying faculty teaching and research through more outreach and graduate degree programs. For
example, new centers backed by business and public partnerships
are planned for delivering University services and giving students
real-world experience.
The framework for all our efforts is provided by the institutional
values adopted by the University. These values (reprinted on page
7) serve as a constant reminder that we must adhere to the highest
ethical and intellectual standards.
This is a very special time in the history of this University.
During the next few years, we can and will grasp the opportunity
to build a greater university in Memphis. We appreciate your
enthusiastic support for our shared dream.

~~~
V. Lane Rawlins
President
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~The University of Memphis
University's latest president agreed the time was
right for a name change.
Changing the name of the state-owned institution would not be a simple task. The proposition
had to be studied by a task force , approved by
the T ennessee Board of Regents, passed by
st at e legislators and ultimately signed into law
by the governor.
In October of 1991, Dr. Rawlins created a 24per son task force to examine the University's image in terms of public perception. The Community
Relations/Image Task Force, consisting of comm unications experts and community leaders,
decided a comprehensive image study of the Univer sity was needed.
The t ask force created a questionnaire to scrutinize public opinion about several facets of the
Univer sity, including its name. A scientific sampling was obtained and the results were reported
t o Dr. Rawlins.
Only one group-faculty members-favored a
name change, while other groups opposed it by a
narrow margin.
Because there was a very large "no opinion"
response, the task force decided to proceed with an
infor m ational campaign on the benefits of changin g the n ame.
"After the informational campaign, we took
other votes and the great majority of people
were for it," says Charles Holmes (B.S. '57, M.A.
'67), director of University community relations.
"The Student Government Association, Athletic
Department, Faculty Senate, Alumni Associatio n boar d , Greater Memphis State board,
members of the Shelby County legislative
delegation- th ey were all for it."
Holmes says the major concern of those not
supporting the name change was the imagined
cost.
"There is only approximately $50,000 in extraordinary cost s," Holmes says. "And this has
been pledged from the private sector."
"Items su ch as MSU stationery are not being
thrown out- they are being phased out," Holmes
adds. "Departments reorder new office materials
only when they run out of the old MSU materials.
And sticker s that identify us as The University of
Memphis ar e being used on existing envelopes."
Aft er the t ask force recommended the name
ch ange t o the president, the next step was for the
Tennessee Board of Regents, chaired by Gov.
McWherter , to approve the proposal. Sponsored
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by three University alumni-Dr. J. D. Johnson
('43), William W. Farris ('45) and Robert Fishman
(B.S. '55)-the measure was passed unanimously
in June of 1993.
"I am convinced this name change will make the
University a better institution in the long run," Dr.
Johnson says. "The University will be able to
attract more research funding and even better
faculty members. This will ultimately allow The
University of Memphis to attract better students."
Before the measure could become official, however, it had to be approved by state legislators. Led
by the Shelby County legislative delegation including Sen. John Ford (M.S. '68), chairman, and
Rep. Rufus Jones, the proposal passed by a 32-0
vote in the Senate and a 97 -2 vote in the House in
late January of 1994.
"This University is on the move into the 21st
century," says Ford, Senate sponsor of the name
change bill. "It is as good as any university in
Tennessee or the South-the curriculum is second to none. The prestige the new name will add
to the University is immeasurable."
The proposal cleared its final hurdle when Gov.
McWherter signed it into law in early February.
The new name becomes effective July 1.
Many civic leaders have expressed support for
the name change.
"Renaming Memphis State may be only a symbolic action," says Frederick Smith, chairman and
chief executive officer of Federal Express Corp.
"Howev~r , it will send a signal about the changes,
growth and vigor of our University that goes far
beyond the Mid-South."

Memphis Mayor W.W. Herenton (M.A. '66)
agrees.
"I believe that the action will bring about an
immediate and positive change in the national
perception of our University-a change that will
benefit not only the institution but also the entire
community," he says.
Promus Companies' chairman and chief
executive officer Michael D. Rose says any delay
in changing the name would have damaged the
city of Memphis.
"Changing the name will call attention to the
tremendous gains the institution has made and
will help to create an image that is closer to
the University's role and mission," says Rose.
"The University is critical to the long-term success of the Memphis community."
Name changes throughout the history of the
Univer sity have signaled growth and exciting
n ew directions. The latest name change once
again fits the bill.

,%tatt of 'QietmtUtt

SEN ATE BILL NO. 1481

By Ford, Perso n, McK night, Dav is, Cohe n, Hamilt on, Kyle ,
Mr . Spea ker- Wilder
Subs titut ed for : ~l ouse Rill No. 136 8
By Jones, R. (Shelby ), Byrd, Tu r ner (She lby ), Dixo n, Oe Oe rry,
Jones, U. (She lby}, Ha ley, Shi rl ey, Ken t , Joyce, Mill er, Thompson,
llassell , Kernell , WiUi ams (Shelby ), McDBniel

Statement of Values
1. The University of Memphis seeks excellence in
every activity and applies the highest feasible
standards to the endeavors of faculty, staff and
students.

2. We protect academic freedom and insist on tolerance of diverse views. This requires the rigorous
pursuit of truth in an open forum.
3. We are committed to honesty, openness and
integrity in all of our processes and practices.
4. As a public institution, we serve the public
interest and recognize responsibility for seeking
ways to use our resources to meet public needs.
5. All qualified individuals, without regard to race,
ethnicity, gender, or lifestyle choice will have equal
opportunity at the University. We also recognize
an obligation to provide the appropriate environment to accommodate diversity.
6. We are committed to the principle of shared
governance, meaning that those who are responsible for and affected by the various functions of the
University should have a voice in the policies that
govern those actions. Shared responsibility goes
along with shared governance.

AN A C T Relatl\•e to higher educatio n a nd to ame nd Ten nessee Code Anno t a t ed,

Ti tles 11, 49 11nd 68.
BE IT ENA C TED HY THF. GENE RA L ASSE MB LY OF T H E STA T E OF T ENNESSEE:
SECTI ON I. A rt er t he ef f ec ti ve dA t e o f t hi s ac t , Memphis Sl a t e Uni ver si t y
sha ll be k now n and o ffi c ia ll y des ig na t ed as ''The Univer sity o f Memphis" .

7. The University is committed to the well-being of
those in our University community, including students, staff, faculty, alumni and supporters.

SECTI ON 2.
Te nnessee Code An notat ed, Sec tio ns 11- 6- 103, 49-7-2 03,
49-7-2 06, 49-8- 10 I , 49 - 8- 107, 49-8-6 0 I , 49-8-6 02, 49- 8-6 03 and 68-2 I 4- 1OI, are
a mended by del et ing t he words "Me mphi s Stat e Universit y " wh er ev er they appear
and by subs tit uting Ins t ea d t he wor ds "The Uni ve rsity o r Me mphi s".
Wher ever appropri1:1 t e, the T ennessee Code Commissi on i s d ir ec t ed t o cha nge
t he wor ds "Me m phis St a t e Un i versity" t o the wor ds "The Uni ver si ty o f Memphistt
wher ever such w ords appear .
SECTI ON 3. Expend i ture o f sta t e funds i nc urr ed i n im ple menting th e c hn nge o f
name fr om " Mem phis Stat e Uni versit y" t o t he "U ni ver sity o f Memphis" shall no t
exceed rirt y-thousa nd dollars ($50 ,000). Any cos t s in excess o f thi s a inount shall be
raised by the uni versit y f ro m non-publi c f unds.
SECTI ON 4. This ac t sha ll t ake e rrect o n Jul y I, 1994, the publi c w elfar e
req ui r i ng it.

Watching Gov. N ed McWherter sign the bill changing the name
of the University are West Tennessee legislators and University
administrators who played key roles in the name change: aeft to
right) Rep. R ufus J ones; S en. Steve Cohen; R ep. Dan Byrd; S en.
Curtis Person; R ep. J oe Kent; S en. John Ford; Uni versity
President Lane R awlins; Charles Holmes, director of University
community relations; Dr. I van Legg, provost; Dr. Donald Carson,
vice president for student affairs; S am uel Long, vice president
for advancement;Dr. R . Eugene Smith, vice president for business
and finance; and Mark um S tansbury, assistant to the president.
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American spirit. Fat

can't be put off any longer: swimsuit season is here.
S , 11ing and summer months traditionally conjure up
oughts oflong, lazy days spent picnicking, swimming
sunning. But for the last 30 years, Americans,
Recially women, have been conditioned to approach

prejudice, rarely

acknowledged but equally

Lose the winter fat! Shape up for the beach! Look like

prominent, is one symbol

fashion models or else! Such messages-whether blatant

)

-..,_ ~_

-

-.. --..

Dr. C. Roy Schroeder is

'"' , trying to eradicate.

or more cleverly concealed-are common tools of the antifat industry, a $50 billion-a-year business that peddles
"miracle" cures to victims of ridicule and low self-esteem.
In his book Fat is Not a Four-Letter Word, a University

professor takes a stand against the industry and debunks its myths.
"In a nutshell, it's a whole new look at fatness," says Dr. C. Roy Schroeder of the Health, Physical

Education and Recreation Department. "Women are told that they're ugly, lazy, gluttonous and
unhealthy if they don't maintain a certain shape. The industry destroys the self-concept of millions
of people, and that's really wrong."

8
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Until the 20th century, thin was never "in." Past
art and literature depicted women and men who
were fat by today's standards. Plumpness symbolized wealth and happiness, while thinness represented frailty , illness and lack of vitality.
After centuries of this attitude, the switch
from fat to anti-fat thinking was rather abrupt,
says Dr. Schroeder. The change began in the
1920s with flappers who desired slim, boyish figures. In the 1950s the advent of nationwide
television showed viewers how they ought to look.
Guilt from an abundance of food after the lean
war years may have also contributed to the "fat is
bad" campaign. By 1960 obesity was christened
"America's number-one health problem."
Today, relentless messages imply that fat people
are undesirable. Promises to make overweight
people more attractive, worthwhile and healthy
materialize in the form of weight-loss drugs, pills,
clothing and mechanical devices.
Like all other scams, product claims fall short,
leaving consumers disillusioned and desperate to
try additional gimmicks.
"The biggest crime," Dr. Schroeder says, "is that
millions of perfectly healthy, happy people are told
every day that they should be ashamed of themselves, and they believe it."
Working in a profession that constantly preaches
exercise and anti-fat messages makes Dr. Schroeder
an unlikely candidate for challenging the industry.
In fact, he admits that he wasn't always on the "fat"
side of the issue.
His attitude began to change about 15 years
ago, when a student in one of his health classes

reprimanded him for making a derogatory remark
about weight.
"Although I apologized, at the time I did not
really think I was guilty," Dr. Schroeder recalls.
"That incident did not open my eyes to fatism but
it was the first to jiggle my eyelids."
The professor eventually realized that the fat
people he knew did not fit the negative stereotype.
"They were as capable, ambitious, intelligent,
friendly and as warm-hearted as people of any
other body type," Dr. Schroeder says.
For more than a decade, he recorded ideas about
fat, slowly developing the concepts presented in his
book.
"I had reached a critical mass in terms of notes,"
he says. "And vanity led me to think if I did not
write it no one else would."
Most people want a magic formula to guide them
toward a specific weight, Dr. Schroeder says. But
his answer is simple: the best diet is no diet. Eating
moderately and exercising three or four times a
week will keep most people at their ideal weight,
which depends ultimately on body type.
Unfortunately, many people starve or exercise
themselves into poor health trying to fit a body type
that is not theirs, says Dr. Schroeder.
"By not letting yourself eat, you want everything, which leads to eating disorders and
periods ofgreat weight fluctuation," he says. "These
are much worse than being consistently overweight."
While most people hate the thought of gaining a
few pounds, Dr. Schroeder reveals the positive
qualities of fat and dubs it a biological hero.
Serving as the main energy source for humans,
fat replenishes crucial molecules during the metabolic process and prevents protein from being used
as energy. Because protein is an inefficient energy
source, its use structurally damages the skeletal
muscles and the circulatory, respiratory, reproductive and digestive systems, says Dr. Schroeder.
Another benefit of fat is its efficiency, with each
gram providing about 2.25 times as much energy as
a gram of carbohydrate.
The number of fat cells in the body totals about
30 billion but varies greatly among individuals.
Located mostly in loose connective tissue, fat helps
group various body parts into one functional unit,
anchoring and cushioning such organs as the kidneys and the eyes.
Fat also provides warmth. "Ifit were not for fat
stored under the skin, we would have to bundle up
when the air temperature dips into the 70s," says
Dr. Schroeder. Without dietary fat, vitamins A, D,
E and K-distributed throughout the body by fat
molecules-would not dissolve.
In his book, Dr. Schroeder also addresses diet,
exercise and effective long-term weight loss.
In one chapter, he poses an important question.
With serious health issues like toxic waste, urban

When he's not teaching, researching, writing or appearing on talk
shows, Dr. Schroeder takes a nautical approach to relaxation. (Photo
by Mike Murray)

violence and tobacco, alcohol and drug addictions
facing society, does it make sense to dwell on the
issue of weight?
Dr. Schroeder claims the answer is no. Most
"fat" people don't develop serious weight-related
ailments; their problems are psychologicalinflicted upon them by unfeeling, uneducated
family members, friends, co-workers and strangers.
This message has garnered Dr. Schroeder two
Midwest Book Achievement Merit Awards: Best
Paperback of 1993 and Best Health/Fitness
Wellness Book. He has been interviewed on numerous programs, including the syndicated
MortonDowneyJr. Show. But to Dr. Schroeder, the
most meaningful praise has come from his sisterin-law.
"She is a quiet person who doesn't get very
excited about anything," Dr. Schroeder says.
"When the book came out, she called and said,
'It's wonderful!' That meant a lot to me. When
she said that, I knew I had a winner."
Dr. Schroeder has written more than a dozen
health and fitness books including Body Music:
The Ultimate Approach to Exercise and Karate:
Basic Concepts and Skills. At the University for 26
years, he has a simple strategy for finding time to
write and teach: "working 70 hours a week, and
loving what I do."
He looks toward the summers for a little "R&R,"
which is the name of the sailboat he stores in the
Florida Keys.
"I get all my ideas while sailing," Dr. Schroeder
says. "I don't get any ideas at work because I'm too
busy."
While money is not the motivation behind his
writing, Dr. Schroeder does have plans for any
proceeds from his book-a catamaran.
What would the name of this new vessel be?
"Fat Cat," he says with a smile.
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Participating in a
" panel discussion
"""-!._~ about the role of
an urban
university were
(clockwise from
top) Dr. William
Carpenter, Dr.
Lesley Ferris, Dr.
Ramsey Fowler,
·"",.-,.:-17- ~ - Dr. Nathan Essex
and Dr. Stanley
Hyland.
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An urban university can breathe life into the surrounding community.
Several University educators discuss ways to make a research institution
relevant in today's society.
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hat is a modern urban university? How
does it differ from a traditional institution?
The answer depends on one's perspective.
A modern urban university must be
prepared to adjust its curriculum to fit students' needs. It must embrace non-traditional
students, thus adding to the cultural landscape of
the community. It should also play a key role in
the local public school system and community.
The faculty of an urban university may have
different expectations and attitudes than their
colleagues at other institutions. And classes
should be offered at night and on weekends
when working students have time to expand
their educational horizons.
What makes a good urban university? Last fall ,
University President V. Lane Rawlins assembled
his top administrators and academic department
heads for a two-day retreat. A key presentation
was a panel discussion dealing with the role of an
urban university.
Discussion participants included Dr. William
Carpenter, dean of arts and sciences; Dr. Nathan
Essex, dean of education; Dr. Lesley Ferris, director of theater; Dr. Ramsey Fowler, dean of the
University College; and Dr. Stanley Hyland,
chairman of anthropology.
The following are edited excerpts from the
panel's presentation:
Dr. Carpenter, on the need of the University to
accept innovation'We have to consider who our students are.
Let's learn more about them and their expecta-

tions. We don't talk to our students enough.
"The faculty's expectations about the students
are different from our students' expectations of
the faculty . We have to recognize this, and in the
hiring process we have to make sure prospective
faculty members understand our students. This
means that their expectations, aptitudes, attitudes
and enthusiasms may be different from those of
'traditional' faculty.
'We have to realize, in developing our curriculum and class schedules, that maybe we ought to
try to do things in a different way. For example, is
it really necessary to take courses in a certain
sequence? Why do courses have to be exactly a
semester long? Maybe we should have faculty
teach short segments of courses year round instead of teaching semester-long Glasses . I'm
asking us to be radical. We may be doing things
the right way, but we must be willing to re-think
not only the 'when' and 'why,' but the 'what."'
Dr. Essex, on the University's role in the education system"Public schools and universities are interrelated and interacting parts of a single educational
system . Teacher preparation and professional development are vital for improving the quality of
education and offering a common ground for partnerships between schools and universities.
"Collaboration requires that all parties work as
equal partners and assume equal responsibility to
identify, inquire into and address mutual problems and goals. A parity relationship recognizes
and utilizes the unique insights and skills pro-

Two University students help Shelby County eighth graders learn the basics of surveying during an Academic Enrichment
Institute, designed to interest minorities in the physical sciences. Each summer, hundreds of students from area schools attend
a wide variety of summer camps and institutes on the University campus. (Photo by Gil Michael)
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More than 5,500 members of the University's student population are
aged 30 or older. The University offers an array of programs and
services designed to accommodate the dive,:se needs of these "nontraditional" students. (Photo by Gil Michael)

vided by each participant while demanding that no
set of capabilities is assigned superior status. There
is a 'work with' rather than a 'work on' posture.
"The college's Center for Research in Educational Policy is one of the many mechanisms that
foster collaboration. Through quality research and
service to public schools, a natural partnership is
emerging as the center works collaboratively with
K - 12 educators to address problems. We are responding to improve the quality of education for
students in the Memphis and Shelby County
schools."
Dr. Ferris, on the University's involvement in
the arts"Michael Ching, artistic director of Opera Memphis, recently commented, 'The performing and
visual arts at the University are a significant part
of the cultural landscape of Memphis, balancing
existing commercial and mainstream work with
the innovative and the cutting edge.'
"Indeed, the arts at the University often provide the only alternative to conventional work,
the only link to nationally and internationally
recognized centers of artistic excellence.
"Personally, I cannot imagine being at an institution of higher learning which does not provide

some significant arts programming. Not only do
the various guest artist residencies provide essential curriculum links for our students, as well as
contact with significant working professionals,
they also provide artistic renewal for the faculty
and unique and surely important enrichment for
th~ community at large."
Dean Fowler, on "sp~cial students""! am concerned about new students, returning
adults or non-traditional students. Typically,
these students are undergraduates, are adults
and are not new or even non-traditional at all.
Though we have been admitting and educating
adult undergraduate students for decades, these
students may be seeking out our University in
greater numbers.
"A user-friendly university would be beneficial
to all students. Certain user-friendly requirements
are more important to adults than to traditional
students; our University needs to be more attentive about these requirements.
"Although registration has become greatly simplified, we all anticipate the day when students can
register by phone. Also, when measured against
the 7,000 adult undergraduates, the number of
evening and weekend offerings and services seems
very small. Most department offices· are not open
past4:30 p.m., which inconveniences students who
get off work after that time.
"Adults will attend classes offered within areasonable proximity of home. I hope the University's
move toward opening in Collierville, at the
Agricenter and downtown does not stall so students don't have to come to the main campus for
advising, registration services or classes."
Dr. Hyland on the University and the inner
city"As we think of the revitalized urban university
leading an economic transformation for the year
2000, we must also consider its relationship with
inner-city neighborhoods. Increasingly, University
and governmental leaders are experimenting with
applied research initiatives that would include
inner-city development.
"We must in our methodologies recognize that
inner-city residents bring a set of assets that must
be seriously considered in any ensuing dialogue.
The dialogue must be built upon a conceptual
framework or collaboration, that is, working together as equals to define a path of action.
"We must involve them in our urban outreach
initiatives. More extensive and innovative internships and practica should be explored. We must
also recognize that to the outsider most universities are perceived as convoluted bureaucracies
that can only be approached through the
freshman admissions office. We must figure out a
better way of marketing the tremendous intellectual resources that exist without becoming
a social-service shop."
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By Susan Milner
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artist carries a gun.
He's an authority on murders and rapes and the people who
commit them. But he talks easily about the imagery of
shapes and the patina of metal and the tools he us~s to
create sculpture.
For most of the past 20 years, Larry Franks (B.F.A. '87,
M.F.A '93) has mixed police work with pursuit of an art career. As a
detective in the Memphis Police Department's general investigations unit, Franks deals with violence daily. Since 1973, he has also
spent a large part of each week in classes at the University.
"I don't see a contradiction between the two, although I have
friends at work who think I'm crazy," says Franks, who joined the
Police Department in his 20s after a stint in the Marine Corps.
''When you look at it, police work mirrors art. In both, you're the
observer."
Franks began pursuing a college degree at age 32 while working
full time as a cop. He initially studied law enforcement, then
branched into art, fulfilling a childhood dream. In 1987 he received
a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree with a minor in police administration-14 years after his first class.
"I found that art courses were a struggle," says Franks, who
recently completed a Master of Fine Arts degree at the University.
''You can't just draw something and expect it to be art. You have to
look at how it's made, how the shadows fall; discover how to make
an object into something it was never intended to be. "
A simple sketch of such an impossibility-a hatchet embedded in
a hammer-prompted the tool imagery, which became the basis of a
sculpture series Franks created for his master's thesis. For these
works, he carefully cast bronze tools, then treated the surfaces to
produce soft green patinas or realistic blackened finishes . Carefully
selected exotic woods were fashioned into handles. In some instances, marble components-such as anvils-were crafted. By
positioning the tools in impossible, irrational situations, Franks
sought to defy conventional logic. These works, he says, jar the
viewer by blending the boundaries between reality and fantasy.
Portrait by Mike Murray;
other photos by Larry Franks
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"When people look at my work and ask, 'How did
you bend these tools?' I always reply, 'Thank you,"'
says Franks, who labors hundreds ofhours on each
piece. "If that question is raised, I feel I've done
what I set out to do-to fool the viewer, to test his
logic, to challenge his power of reasoning."
But Franks also strives for beauty in his work.
He heightens the aesthetic appeal of his sculpture
by using superior materials. He then painstakingly crafts each piece to perfection.
"Surely ugliness is a part of life," he admits.
"But I've always felt that we're confronted with
ugliness every day in some way. I think when you
build an art piece you should be able to live with
it on a daily basis. If you're surrounded with
beautiful things, your mind is set for that day:
the world is beautiful."
As a policeman, Franks also grapples with life's
darker side. The simple elegance of his art contrasts sharply with the raw violence he often confronts. But Franks values his vocation as much as
his art. His work, he says, gives him the opportunity to help people in need. Compassion coupled
with communication and observation skills serves
him well in his role as detective.
"When I go to the scene of a crime-no matter
how heinous it is or how much blood I see-my job
is to bring that chaos under control," he says. "I'm
there to observe, to find out exactly what went
down, what happened to create that moment. I'm
there to help get the truth."
His salary and flexible work schedule as a police
officer allowed Franks to attend the University. As
he persevered through years of study, his determination never flagged. Even now, Franks continues
to audit courses.
"I have an inquisitive mind and found the only
way I could go back to school was to continue
working," says Franks, who grew up in rural West
Tennessee. "I could work at my job and attend
school at my speed. I took enough time to really
learn. I wanted more than a degree: I wanted an
education."
Although academics weren't stressed in his early
life, Franks' artistic desire was nurtured in part
by his mother.
"From the time I was eight, I wanted to be an
artist-probably because my mother hung copies
of famous prints on the wall above my bed," he
says. "Education was just not a part of our life. But
from that early age, I only thought of painting."
His enthusiasm for art endures after a quarter
century of study, says Franks. He believes his style
has evolved and matured to a professional level. A
chance remark by visiting artist James Surls four
years ago altered the direction of his work. After
critiquing a piece, Surls praised Franks' technical
ability but questioned his choice of imagery.
"He merely asked, 'It's obvious you can build
anything you want, so why are you doing this?' But
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I instantly knew what he meant," says Franks.
What his work needed, Franks decided, was a
unique style, free from the influence of other artists. Franks' tool series reflects his quest for
originality while demonstrating his technical
proficiency.
"If it's a good art piece, it's going to stand on its
own merits," says Franks about his latest works.
"It will be saved for generations. It will touch
something that all people can relate to. A good art
piece transcends borders; it transcends time."
Franks says a college education strengthened
his ability to examine art and life critically. Through
the years he has traveled to universities nationwide, talked with professors and toured their
facilities. Memphis, he says, is fortunate to have
a place like the University.
"Here you can take art classes plus all the other
great courses that are offered," he says. "The combination helps you build a firm foundation. The
best thing about getting an education is that it
makes you hard to fool. When you're educated, you
can make better decisions in your life."
After nearly 30 years of police work, Franks
ponders retirement. But his future in art is still
unfolding. Franks plans to continue sculpting until
the work becomes too physically tiring. He also
enjoys using his camera to search out small elements such as rusty cans, broken hinges or abandoned tools. Photography, he maintains, can be a
fine art if done properly. Lighting, composition,
subject matter-all contribute to that perfect shot,
says Franks. His years at the University have
helped him achieve his artistic goals.
"I remember during the student riots of the '60s
I was in the Brister Library tower armed with
binoculars watching the crowds," says Franks,
who now works in a campus studio in the Art
Annex. "To me the juxtaposition between that
time and today is really something.
"I've been out here over 20 years and I can hardly
wait to continue studying and become an artist. I
still have my doubts sometimes whether I am. I
guess if that's a question that could be answered
overnight, we'd all be artists."
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citizens must support the institution so the area and musical pr .
will continue to flourish.
"Additionally, ur pursuit o a demic excel"It's a cycle-we need the community's support lence has been successful. We have developed a
to grow and they need us to prosper before they reputation all Memphians can be proud of," Dr.
Gnuschke says. "We've done that through our Chairs
can grow," explains Dr. Gnuschke.
A regular influx of University students and of Excellence and our continued effort to upgrade
al
i bolsters the local job market. And the the faculty, staff and students."
,
~ rn on these workers' tax dollars provides a key
As the quality of the faculty impr.0;1 ,. the
vestment for the city's economic development.
University's national and international rep
n
"The University's most significant contribution increases, he says. This gain profits the ci
·ffi
_
~
e development of human resources in the city," as the institution.
'-n.-rn:,,,.,s Dr. Gnuschke, who began working at the
Dr. Gnuschke contends that the Memp ·
·
_ niversity 18 years ago. "Most of our graduates munity needs to increase its financi~l s p.,
of
,
, ~- , to work in Memphis. That contributes sub- the University.
"We must have resources above ' d beyond
antially to the overall strength and vitality of
what the state of Tennessee can provide," he says.
the community.
"Obtaining a college degree allows our students "With local support you can become more than
to increase their incomes, meet the needs of the average. If we're going to have a great university,
we've got to be more than average.
labor mar et and contribute to modern society."
"Citizens who invest in our institution are asAcco · _to the most recent data from the
ment Office, approximately two- suring the future of Memphis," he continues. "I
ate . rk in Memphis. Be- can't imagine what this community would be like
'
.. ., schke encourages local without the University."
" ...<,....,.,,,,,no~ niversity expansion and
improvement.
"This is where they will do their recruiting and
where they'll get key employees of the future," he
says. "The more they improve this University, the
better educated their employees will be."
With more than 2,400 full-time employees, the
institution strengthens the city's vitality through
its own workforce. According to a July 1993 survey
by The Commercial Appeal, the University is the
16th largest employer in Memphis.
"We bring to the city a source of highly skilled
and highly educated labor that works not only for
the University but for the community as a whole,"
Dr. Gnuschke says. "Most dollars that come to this
University are spent on wages and salaries. Since
most of our employees live in Memphis, the money
they receive is spent here."
The institution also boosts the city's economy by
purchasing from local merchants. More than half
of the University's annual $15 million expenditures for goods and services goes to area businesses, according to figures from the campus
Purchasing Department. But the city's economic
sector is only one area that benefits from the
University's presence.
"You can't just single out our economic contributions," Dr. Gnuschke says. "They are huge, but our
contributions to the community are much, much
bigger."
0Faculty and staff who contribute their time and ~
financial support to the community's cultural life
'! ~
invigorate the entire community. The list goes on:
~
University programs offering public service and
research opportunities; individual colleges, such
as the Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law; wideranging athletic programs; and innovative artistic
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UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS FOOTBALL 1994

1994 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

citizens must support the institution so the area
DATE
OPPONENT
LOCATION
TIME
will continue to flourish .
"It's a cycle-we need the community's support
SEPT. 3 MISSISSIPPI STATE
MEMPHIS, TN
7:00 PM
to grow and they need us to prosper before they
Sept. 10
of Tulsa
Tulsa, OK
TBA
can grow," explains Dr. Gnuschke.
A regular influx of University students and
Sept. 17
al Southern Mississippi
Hattiesburg, MS
5:00 PM
al
i bolsters the local job market. And the
SEPT. 24 ARKANSAS
MEMPHIS, TN
7:00 PM
e urn on these workers' tax dollars provides a key
1 vestment for the city's economic development.
OCT.8
TULANE
MEMPHIS, TN
7:00 PM
"The University's most significant contribution
Oct. 1S ARKANSAS STATE
MEMPHIS, TN
7:00 PM
e development of human resources in the city,"
\.r.llN9~ ,<, s Dr. Gnuschke, who began working at the
OCT. 22 CINCINNATI (HOMECOMING) MEMPHIS, TN
7:00 PM
niversity 18 years ago. "Most of our graduates
Oct. 29
of Louisville
Louisville, KY
3:00 PM
· , ,..to work in Memphis. That contributes subantially to the overall strength and vitality of
Nov. 5
at Ole Miss
Oxford, MS
1:30 PM
the community.
Nov. 12
at Tennessee
Knoxville, TN
TBA
"Obtaining a college degree allows our students
to increase their incomes, meet the needs of the
NOV. 19 EAST CAROLINA
MEMPHIS, TN
1:00 PM
labor mar et and contribute to modern society."
Acco
. to the most recent data from the
1994 Tigers are loaded with talented yo ung veterapproximately twoans
who
have
a winning sea on under their belts, as well as a
rk in Memphis. Behost of incom ing players ready to contribute to yet another
ke encourages local
ersity expansion and
winning season.
improvement.
As always, the Tigers will bring in a tough mix of
"This is where they will do their recruiting and
Southeastern Conference teams, independents and represenwhere they'll get key employees of the future ," he
tatives of several other leagues. It's go ing to be a very exciting
says. "The more they improve this University, the
year in the Liberty Bow l.
better educated their employees will be."
This is your chance to get yo ur choice of some of the best
With more than 2,400 full-time employees, the
seats
availab le at Tiger home games. And now's the time to
institution strengthens the city's vitality through
jump on that chance.
its own work force. According to a July 1993 survey
by The Commercial Appeal, the University is the
Don't wait. Send in your order today, for the action and
16th largest employer in Memphis.
excitement of University of Memphis Football.
"We bring to the city a source of highly skilled
and highly educated labor that works not only for
the University but for the community as a whole,"
Dr. Gnuschke says. "Most dollars that come to this
University are spent on wages and salaries. Since
most of our employees live in Memphis, the money
they receive is spent here. "
The institution also boosts the city's economy by
purchasing from local merchants. More than half
of the University's annual $15 million expenditures for goods and services goes to area businesses, according to figures from the campus
Purchasing Department. But the city's economic
sector is only one area that benefits from the
University's presence.
''You can't just single out our economic contributions," Dr. Gnuschke says. "They are huge, but our
contributions to the community are much, much
ff.':tlIf-_': : :._~-=-_=-_~-~-'§_~-~-~-~-!;.~7-~~~,/~·~llll~rr~-~-~'C
bigger."
<?>~
m
--~--"I
Faculty and staff who contribute their time and ~ ~u~rm
financial support to the community's cultural life
"!'C),
invigorate the entire community. The list goes on:
~
University programs offering public service and
research opportunities; individual colleges, such
as the Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law; wideranging athletic programs; and innovative artistic
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16th largest employer in Memphis.
"We bring to the city a source of highly skille
and highly educated labor that works not only fc
the University but for the community as a whole
Dr. Gnuschke says. "Most dollars that come to this
University are spent on wages and salaries. Since
most of our employees live in Memphis, the money
they receive is spent here."
The institution also boosts the city's economy by
purchasing from local merchants. More than half
of the University's annual $15 million expenditures for goods and services goes to area businesses, according to figures from the campus
Purchasing Department. But the city's economic
sector is only one area that benefits from the
University's presence.
''You can't just single out our economic contributions," Dr. Gnuschke says. "They are huge, but our
contributions to the community are much, much
bigger."
~
Faculty and staff who contribute their time and ~
financial support to the community's cultural life
°" C'),
invigorate the entire community. The list goes on:
~
University programs offering public service and
research opportunities; individual colleges, such
as the Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law; wideranging athletic programs; and innovative artistic
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no priority within the court system."
The Environmental Court handles cases that
previously had received little judicial attention.
Violations involving illegal dump sites, inadequate
housing or prostitutes refusing venereal disease
treatment were considered unimportant in a system plagued with heinous crimes.
Environmental Court cases fall into four major
areas: building and zoning code enforcement,
health, housing and fire. Government inspectors
work with the court system to investigate infractions and bring violators into compliance.
Shelby County General Sessions Court Judge
Larry Potter (J.D. '78) has presided over the Environmental Court since its inception. He agrees
forming a separate court for environmental cases
was essential.
"It's very difficult for a judge to go from a case
involving murder, rape or aggravated assault to a
littering case and understand the consequences
and the significance of that littering case," Potter
says. "Somehow when you mix it all together,
there's something lost in the translation."
Potter presides over his courtroom with a firm
hand, telling offenders to correct violations or face
large fines or jail.
Before establishment of the Environmental
Court, a judge's only recourse was a $50 fine per
violation. But most offenders considered the small
amount a business expense and refused to comply.
Potter resorted to creativity to strengthen the
court's authority. He started issuing $50 fines
per day per violation. For instance, if a landowner fails to clean up his property for a month, the
court metes out a separate fine for each day. But

since compliance ranks first with the court, Potter
often drops the large fines if hazardous situations
are resolved.
In 1991 Potter helped write legislation to expand jurisdictional authority countywide and allow jail to be used as a last resort.
"I have learned over the years that when you get
into an individual's wallet, their heart and soul
soon follow," he says. "We assess fines. But when
you start talking about the loss of freedom, individuals will quickly try to rectify a problem if it is
within their capabilities to do so."
One advantage of the local Environmental
Court is that the judge is familiar with city and
county codes and can recognize repeat offenders.
Potter is also committed to environmental issues.
The judge frequently conducts on-site inspections to demonstrate his dedication. He usually
gives violators two weeks to make improvements
before inspecting the property himself.
"Obviously, I hope that individual will clean it
up within a two-week period. More often than not,
that's what happens," says Potter.
Potter says his scrutiny does not go unnoticed.
"They can't believe a judge is willing to come
out and see for himself what is actually happening in the community," he says.
By all indications, the Environmental Court
works. Inspectors report dilapidated buildings are
being repaired or torn down. Dump sites are vanishing. And in the health-care area, the number of
rat-bite cases is declining. In 1982, 40 rat-bite
cases were documented, though experts believe
many incidences went unreported. In 1992 only
three rat-bite cases were officially disclosed.

Judge Potter (center), accompanied by a sheriffs deputy,
r.onfronts a property owner accused of code violations. (Photos
on these pages by Mike Murray)

Since environmental problems affect the entire
community, people notice local clean-up efforts,
Heller says.
"We've seen whole neighborhoods turn themselves around because they have the backing of
the court," Heller explains.
Local inspectors agree the court has made a
difference. Prior to its establishment, inspectors'
morale was low. Many of them thought bringing
an offender to court merely wasted time. A judge
dealing largely with environmental cases is more,
attuned to reality, inspectors now maintain.
Most people can only imagine what these inspectors encounter. It can be a dangerous and thankless job. They receive angry threats as they tow
away stripped cars from yards. They are verbally
abused by property owners who are told to remove
discarded appliances and trash. They risk injury
when inspecting dilapidated buildings or illegal
dump sites piled with unknown industrial waste.

Because the inspectors' role in the system is so
vital, annual seminars are held to teach them
how to collect better case information and how to
best present the data in court. These sessions also
allow inspectors to meet their counterparts from
other departments, exchange pertinent information and participate in personal skills training.
An environmental group known as the "E-Team"
has been formed to further encourage departmental cooperation. Inspectors from four city
and county departments-fire, code enforcement,
health and housing-make up the unit. Charged
with the responsibility of conducting code sweeps,
E-Team members will comb problem areas
throughout the city.
Dr. Bill Dwyer and Dr . Frank Leeming,
professors in the University's Center for Applied
Psychological Research, work with the E-Team,
which has evaluated the Environmental Court
system. The professors say their involvement has
helped heighten interdepartmental efficiency.
Increased cooperation among code enforcement
agencies allows the court to better serve the community, says Potter. This process, he hopes, will
strengthen the court's effectiveness.
"We're on the cutting edge of a new way to
approach environmental problems in the legal system," says Potter of the system he helped pioneer.
"It really is a people's court."

(Above and at left) The Environmental Court is forcing
recalcitrant landlords to clean up their property and improve
inferior housing.
(At right) A property owner angrily responds to Judge
Potter's order.
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Bank Shot
As the University's first black basketball player, Herbert Hilliard shot points amid racial
slurs. Today, he's shooting for another goal-to give something back to the city he loves.
By Scott Bowden

P

laying basketball
for the Uni versi ty ultimately
led Herbert Hilliard to a
career-not in the NBA,
but at First Tennessee
Bank.
Now executive vice
president and manager
of government relations
for the bank, Hilliard
(B.B.A. '71) credits former University coach
Moe Iba with guiding
him to a banking career.
"I was only averaging
four points a game so I
knew I wasn't going to
the pros," Hilliard
jokes. "I believe Moe
was thinking, 'Hey, this
kid's going to need a job."'
Iba convinced a friend who worked at First
Tennessee to enroll Hilliard in the bank's training program. Hilliard entered the program in
1969, originally planning to work at the bank
for only two years.
"I wanted to go to law school after graduation,"
he says. "I thought I wanted to be a lawyer but it's
probably wise that I stayed put."
Hilliard successfully worked his way up the
company ladder while furthering his training
at Southern Methodist University's Graduate
School of Banking. He also completed executive
development programs at the University of
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Tennessee-Knoxville and
Cornell University.
Hilliard was named
senior vice president
and manager of individual banking in 1982.
He was promoted to his
current positions in 1987.
As manager of government affairs for the
Memphis-based bank, he
monitors state and federal legislative activities
that may affect First
Tennessee. He also deals
with bank regulatory
agencies and local city
and county governments.
Passion has been the
key to his career success,
Hilliard says.
"I can honestly say that in the almost 25 years
I've been here, there has never been a morning
when I didn't want to come to work," he says. "I've
had offers to make more money elsewhere, but
money's not everything."
Hilliard says he must have a job that is enjoyable as well as challenging. His stiffest challenge
to date has been assisting Memphis' ill-fated National Football League franchise drive, when he
helped pass the city's sales-tax rebate for the
proposed team.
"The cooperation was just astronomical," he
says. "We were able to pull all our resources together to get something done that would have

benefited everyone in the state
of Tennessee, particularly the
people in Memphis and Shelby
County."
While working full time at
First Tennessee, Hilliard has
also donated his time to several
community organizations. He
was recently elected chairman of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Memphis. In 1987 he
served as general campaign
chairman for United Way of
Greater Memphis. Hilliard also
headed the Memphis Housing
Authority (MHA).
Hilliard became chairman of
the MHA board two years ago during a time of
turmoil in the organization. For 18 months, Hilliard
worked 15 hours a week with his new board to
revitalize the organization.
"We took over an organization that was not only
in chaos, but in the media everyday, and we got it
on the road to recovery," Hilliard says. "There are
7,000 families and 30,000 residents who live in
public housing and they have a right to a safe place
to live."
Helping organizations such as the MHA and
United Way, Hilliard says, is the only way to be
truly successful. Memphis and Shelby County have
been very good to him and he feels he should give
something back.
"I think the only true measure of success as you
go through life is what you've done to help other
people," he says. "You can make a lot of money but
unless you've done something to assist others, I
don't think you've been successful."
Hilliard knows about achieving success. An
average basketball player at Woodstock High
School (now an elementary school) in Shelby
County, he wasn't heavily recruited to play at the
collegiate level. In fact, Hilliard received more
academic inquiries than athletic offers.
He became the University's first black basketball player in 1965 as a walk-on. At that time,
freshmen players were a separate squad who played
prior to varsity games at the Mid-South Coliseum.
While racial taunts were not unusual when he
was on the court, Hilliard ignored the hecklers and
concentrated on his game.
"I remember ... people yelling, 'Get the ball to
Leroy,"' he says, "but I didn't let it bother me."
With the support ofhis teammates, the coaching
staff and the University, Hilliard honed his ability
and was awarded a scholarship his sophomore
year-a season the Tigers went to the prestigious
National Invitation Tournament (NIT).
His junior year, the team lost most of its games,
but always by a close margin: 11 games were lost
by a total of 18 points. The team would have

won more games, in Hilliard's
opinion, had Iba better recruited players to fit his coaching style.
"He wanted to play a slow,
deliberate game," Hilliard
says, shaking his head. "He
had horses playing a muletype of game. He tried to mix
oil and water and it just
didn't work."
Eventually, Hilliard became a favorite of basketball
boosters. Playing against
North Texas State, he hit
two free throws after the
buzzer to win the game. When
he returned to campus, a huge "Herb for President"
banner had been hung across the University Center.
Basketball is still important to Hilliard. His
children- Iyona, 14, and Herbert, 10-both play
the game and the family often watches the
Tigers play at The Pyramid. Hilliard follows
the University program closely and is pleased
with the players' academic success.
"Those kids are graduating; they are not giving
the University any problems as opposed to what
was happening before Larry Finch (B.Ed. '75)
became head coach," Hilliard says. "Winning is
important, but making the players good, productive citizens is more important."
Helping his children become good citizens is
Hilliard's sole "hobby." Away from the office, he
spends as much time as possible with his kids
and Shirley (B.S.Ed. '7 4, M.Ed. '77), his wife of 17
years. The family travels so often that he once
told his children they had been more places by
age 2 than he had been by age 18.
"I don't know of any people on their deathbed
who have said, 'Gosh, I wish I had spent more time
at work,"' Hilliard says. "There are so many distractions out there for young kids; they need all the
attention and guidance we can give them."
A recent visit to the Elma Roane Field House
stirred memories for Hilliard. Coach Iba, he says,
instructed the team to pass the ball 16 times before
shooting.
"I had people telling me I needed to shoot the
ball more," he says. "I probably would have, but
often, by the time we got to 16 passes, the ball
wouldn't come back around to me."
Out of respect, Hilliard followed Iba's game
plan.
"He was the boss, so it was my responsibility to
carry out my job regardless of how I felt about it,"
he says. "I can argue my point, but after that, the
boss is still the boss.
"In both basketball and the business world,
I've always carried out the directive."
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Hear ye, hear ye
The Tennessee Board of Regents has
approved designation of the University's
speech and hearing unit as the School
of Audiology and Speech-Language
Pathology.
Upgrading the department to the
status of a school should increase the
program's visibility within the professional community and ease student recruitment, said Dr. Maurice I. Mendel,
dean of the school. It will be the first
independent school of its kind in the
United States.

•

Crime stoppers
Crime in the University district decreased almost 25 percent during the last
five months of 1993 compared with the
same period a year earlier, Memphis Police Department figures show.
The drop in reported crimes began
after units of the University's Public
Safety Division expanded their patrol areas into adjacent off-campus residential
and business communities .
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Tipping the scales
Graduates of the University's Cecil C.
Humphreys School of Law led the state in
passed Tennessee bar examinations last
July, with a 94 percent success rate for
first attempts. The pass rate for all MSU
law graduates was 92 percent.
Vanderbilt University graduates
passed the test at an 87.5 percent rate,
while University of Tennessee graduates recorded a 79.6 percent passing
mark.

Excellent chair
Former hostage Terry Waite spoke at the University in March. Waite's book, Taken on
Trust, describes his capture while attempting to negotiate the release of hostages in
Beirut in 1987 and his five years as a hostage in the Middle East. His speech was
sponsored by the University Honors Program, Student Activities Council and
Academic Enrichment Fund. (Photo by Mike Murray)

Love thy neighbor
President Lane Rawlins has announced
a collaboration between campus units and
neighborhood representatives to preserve
and protect the area bounded by Greer,
Goodlett, Poplar and Park.
Academic units have been involved
with various improvement projects. Public
Safety has also expanded its neighborhood
patrols and provides crime preve~tion information and screenings upon request.
The Publications Office produces a newsletter and University Community Relations
serves as a clearing-house for communication between neighbors and various University units.

Root of the problem
Biology professor Howard Berg had
quite a surprise when he opened a
package that was supposed to contain
symbiotic root nodules from a Swedish
university. Instead of tree-root nodules,
Dr. Berg discovered two pairs of snow
skis intended for Olympic cross-country
skier Christer Majback. A shipping error
at the University of Umea had routed
the skis to Memphis instead of Norway.
Upon investigation, Dr. Berg learned
it was too late to re-route the skis :
Majback had already competed in the
Olympics. The root nodules arrived in
Memphis several days later.
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BRIDGE building
Former Tiger basketball player
Anfernee Hardaway autographs a
poster created for the Shelby County
Sheriff Department's "Be Drug-Free"
Campaign. Hardaway, who now plays
for the Orlando Magic, was the
campaign spokesperson. The poster
hangs in the University Store. (Photo
by Mike Murray)

The University is building a BRIDGE
toward a healthier campus environment
for its students. A new resource center for
students, BRIDGE is supported by a feder al grant from the Department of
Education Fund for the Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education.
The University received the grant to
support its efforts for maintaining a drugfree campus.

Dr. Michael D. Shields of San Diego
State University has been appointed to the
Arthur Andersen Alumni Chair of Excellence in Accountancy, one of 21 endowed
professorships established at the University under Tennessee's Chairs of Excellence program ..
Dr. Shields specializes in teaching
management accounting, strategic cost
management and planning and control systems . His research has focused on behavioral, organizational and empirical issues
in the profession.

Double diversity
The University of Memphis is one of20
institutions selected nationwide to participate as a "resource institution" in a
two-year national project of the Association of American Colleges.
Funded by the Ford Foundation, the
project will create a national network of
colleges and universities to help students
acquire knowledge, capabilities and civic
dispositions to shape and participate effectively in a flourishing pluralistic society.

Joe Davidson, a member of Kappa Alpha Order, wields a chain saw in a project
sponsored by the University's Interfraternity Council. After the February ice storm,
students helped residents of Midland, Mynders and Watauga streets by cutting
trees and collecting debris. (Photo by Mike Murray)

the Herbert Herff College of Engineering.
Greater Memphis State recently
changed its name to The University of
Memphis Society Inc.

Mayoral address
Dr. W.W. Herenton (M.A. '66), mayor
of Memphis and a former Distinguished
Alumni Award recipient, was guest
speaker during winter commencement
ceremonies. More than 1,200 students
graduated during the ceremony, which
was held at The Pyramid.

GMS awards
University alumnus James W. Anderson is the 38th recipient of Greater Memphis State's Educator of the Year Award .
He has worked in the Shelby County School
system almost 35 years, serving as superintendent since 1985.
William B. Rudnerreceived the Walter
A Barret Distinguished Service Award .
Rudner helped the University attain the
Herbert Herff Trust, which established

Map time
The National Science Foundation has
awarded a $741,481 grant to the University for a three-year program designed to
improve geography education in West
Tennessee schools.
Eighty five elementary and high chool
teacher will pa1 ticipate in summer
institutes combining geography, teaching
methods and leadership classes.

First prize
The Regional Economic Development
Center (REDC) has won first place in the
economic development category of a
competition conducted by the National
Association of Management and Technical Assistance Centers.
The REDC won the competition as a
result of support it provided Bartlett,
Tenn ., in commercial development.
Initiation of the plan re-suited in an increase in retail revenues from $95 .1
million in 1986 to $176.5 million in
1991.

Honor roll
President Lane Rawlins has been named
Communicator of the Year by the Memphis chapter of Public Relations Society of
America (PRSA).
Displaying visible, effective communi-
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cation, winners must invest their time
and talent in the community. Dr. Rawlins
has communicated the University's mission and the importance of higher
education to more than 100 groups and
organizations during the past year.

The "rights" choice
Dr. Benjamin L. Hooks, chairman of
the National Civil Rights Museum and
former executive director of the NAACP,
has been presented a Lifetime Achievement Award by the University's Black
Student Association.
Given annually since 1991, the award
honors Memphians whose lives exemplify outstanding dedication to the community and who inspire students to
succeed.
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Global gathering
The University hosted more than 500
scientists from the United States and

Europe for the 25th annual meeting of
the Biomedical Engineering Society.
Held at the Fogelman Executive Center,
the meeting was sponsored by the Department of Biomedical Engineering
and the University of Tennessee, Memphis.
Discussions dealt with topics such as
cardiopulmonary engineering, artificial
organs, orthopedics and rehabilitation,
and cells and tissue engineering.

Bridging the gap
The National Institutes of Health
has awarded the University $300,000
to finance a two-year program to help
minority students find biomedical
research careers. The Memphis-Area
Bridge Program in Biomedical Science
will involve students and faculty
members from the University, Shelby
State Community College and State
Technical Institute at Memphis.
Twenty participants will be chosen
to practice biomedical research at
the University while still enrolled in
their community colleges or technical
institutes.

THE COL

Memphis days
The former editor ofHarper's Magazine
visited the University to speak during the
annual Mississippi Valley Lecture Series.
Willie Morris, whose writings reflect his
deep Southern roots, is a native Mississippian who recently published New York
Days, a sequel to his best-selling memoir
North Toward Home.

Free-lance photographer
Chuck Jones (B.P.S. '92) took
this photograph last year
while studying photography
at the University. The photo
was chosen from more than
17,500 entries as the winner
of the 14th Annual College
Photography Contest. In
addition to a $1,500 cash
award, Jones won a Nikon
camera and the opportunity to
exhibit his work at The Nikon
House in New York. The
photo will be published on the
covers of Photography Forum
magazine and Best of College
Photography Annual 1994.
'We're extremely pleased and
proud of his accomplishment,
which we feel reflects very
well on our program here,"
said Lawrence E. Jasud,
associate professor of art at
the University.
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Athletic action
The University should increase athletic
opportunities for women and add at least
two more women's scholarship sports
within five years, a task force has recommended. Faculty members, administrators,
students and community representatives
examined the University's athletic operations and policies in light of a study completed last year.
The committee, whose primary purpose is to provide a successful athletic
program at the highest level of competition, also proposed a mission statement
for the department.
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NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE
Pos. 1: Michele Dote Merritt '83 BEd; Pos. 2: Ray
Mullins '70 BA; Pos. 3: Gary Nickerson '79 BBA; Pos.
4: Sandra Brooks '87 BBA; Pos. 5: Bruce You ng '84
BA/'93 MPA

Distinguished Alun:u:tl Aw-ard
Recipients Honored

DISTRICT DIRECTORS
I: Kevin Roper '82 BA (Cordova, TN); II: Charles
Garrett II '83 BSME (Jackson, TN); Ill: Ken Seaton '85
BBA (Adamsville, TN); IV: Jeffrey Autry '85 BBA
(Humboldt, TN); V: Fredricka Robertson Schleifer '65
BA (Union City, TN); VI: Wayne Armstrong '61 BSf 61
MA (Brentwood, TN); VII: Richard Bonnington '75 JD
(Chattanooga, TN); VIII : Gayle Powelson '81 BBA
(Stamford, CT); IX: Ron Hart '81 BBA (Atlanta, GA); X:
Amy Peyton '84 BA (Indianapolis, IN); XI: Larry LaRue
'72 BBA (Arlington, TX); XII : Tom Gerdes '61 BBA
(Evergreen, CO); XIII: Paul Spellman '77 BBA
(Redondo Beach, CA)
CONSTITUEN T CHAPTERS
Art: Anna Kay Walker '83 MA; AUSP: Denice Perkins
'84 MA; Band: Lorri Moore '87; Bus. & Econ. : Jere
McGuffee '87 BBA; Educ. : Dr. Marilyn Powell '58 BS,
'71 MEd, '76 EdD; Emeriti: Carl D. Brown; Engin.:
Mary Jo Klenk '82 BSME; HPER: George Brogdon '89
BSEd; Jour. : Calvin Burns '74 BA; Law: Stephen
Vescovo '77 BBA/'80 JD; Luther C. McClellan: Tony
Pinson '86 BSME, '89 MS; Nursing: Charlotte Black
Cavin '87 BN; Univ. College: Rose Klimek '85 BPS;
Women 's Leadership Council: Barbara Hewitt
Lawing '82 BPSf 84 MA; Young Alumn i Council:
James Mooney '91 BBA; SAB: Lau ra Vaughan '95;
SGA: Corey Hickerson '94.
MSU CLUBS
Arizona: Tom Sawner '55 BS; Atlanta: Jerry
Newsome '87 BBA/'91 JD; Birmingham: Michael
Carter '72 BSEf75 MS; Boston: Bob Canfield '59
BBA; The Carolinas: Bill Claytor '64 MA/'69 JD;
Chattanooga: Bob Davis '73 JD; Chicago: Ben
Weeks '62 BBA/'66 MBA; Cincinnati: Gordon Proud
'91 BA; Colorado: TBA; Dallas/Ft. Worth: Gary
Crooms '81 ; Houston: Richard Vaughan '81 BSCE;
Huntsville: Jack Miller Jr. '83 BA; Indianapolis: Todd
Hopkins '87 BBA; Jackson, MS: TBA; Jackson, TN:
Dr. Bill Woods '76 BS; Jacksonville, FL: Jim "Red"
Hoggatt '53 BSf 62 MA; Knoxville: TBA; Little Rock:
TBA; Los Angeles: Jennifer Kutz Phenicie '91 BS;
Louisville: TBA; Milwaukee: TBA; Nashville: Steve
A. Muller '81 BS; New Orleans: Mike Finney '87 BBA;
New York: Richard Reyle '88 BBA; Oklahoma: Becky
Bell-Edwards '91 BA; Orlando: Kenneth Richie '83
BA/'86 JD; Pickwick, TN: Dr. Joe M. Cromwell '76
BS; Northwest, TN : TBA; San Francisco Bay: TBA;
South Florida: Jim Richens '85 BBA/'87 MBA; St.
Louis: James A. Daniel '81 BS; Tampa Bay: Tom
Rives '71 BSEd; Tri-Cities, TN: TBA; Wash ington,
D.C.: TBA; Washington State: Debora C. Daniel
'82 BS.
ASSOCIATION STAFF
Director • Bob Plunk '74 BA
Alumni Pubs. Editor• Dana Avent Tucker '90 BA
Coordinator • Tona Jackson '88 BA
Coordinator • Scott McClain '90 BA
Coordinator• Michelle Vinson '91 BA
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Distinguished Alumni A ward winners were honored at a dinner at The Peabody Hotel in
March. Pictured are (left to right) Blanchard Tual, N ational Alumni Association president;
Veronica Coleman; Leo Bearman Jr.; George Flanigen N ; Dr. J. D. J ohnson; Maj. Gen.
James L. Hobson Jr. ; and Uni versity President Lane Rawlins.

hat do a former member of the Tennessee Board of Regents, a
decorated Air Force veteran, a U.S. district attorney, a noted
Memphis lawyer and an Emmy Award-winning film and video
producer have in common?
A distinguished place in University history.
In March the Alumni Association honored these alumni and friends
at the 1994 Distinguished Alumni Awards banquet at The Peabody
Hotel. Recipients of this year's alumni awards are Leo Bearman Jr.,
Veronica F. Coleman, Maj. Gen. James L. Hobson Jr. and Dr . J . D.
Johnson. Recipient of the Outstanding Young Alumni Award is George
J. Flanigen IV.
A longtime supporter of the University, Leo Bearman Jr. is a partner
in the law firm Heiskell Donelson Bearman Adams Williams &
Caldwell. In 1992 he served as honorary co-chairman of the gift campaign for the Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law. Due to his efforts, the
number of participating law firms and the amount contributed to the
law school increased substantially.
Veronica Coleman (J.D. '75) served for several years as legal counsel
for the University and Federal E xpress Corp. She was a partner in
Memphis' first, all-female law firm and later became a Juvenile Court
referee. Most recently, she became the first female and first black to be

W

Continued on page 30
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Continued from page 29

recommended by Sen.
Jim Sasser and nominated by President Bill
Clinton for the position of
U.S. Attorney for the
Wes tern District of
Tennessee.
A Distinguished
Service Medal recipient
for his participation in
Operation Desert Storm,
Maj. Gen. James L.
Hobson Jr. (B.S. '65) is
director of operations and
transportation at the
headquarters of the U.S.
Air Mobility Command at
Scott Air Force Base
near Belleville, Ill. In
1983 he was awarded the
MacKay Trophy for the
most meritorious flight of
the year when he piloted
the first aircraft that
dropped Army Rangers at
Point Salines Airfield
during the Grenada
rescue operation. Hobson
also saw duty as an MC130 pilot during the
Vietnam War.

Though his reputation
for excellence in dentistry
extends nationwide, Dr.
J. D. Johnson ('43) is
also credited with
making a significant
impact on education in
Tennessee. Last year he
completed a nine-year
term on the Tennessee
Board of Regents, after
having served on several
important committees
including the Business
and Finance, Academic
Affairs, Personnel and
Athletic committees. He
was also called to service
on six presidential
search committees for
Tennessee colleges and
universities. At his final
Board of Regents meeting, he presented a
resolution to change the
name of Memphis State
University to The University of Memphis
and eventually helped
pass it.
A partner in Deaton

Flanigen Productions in
honor and distinction to
Nashville, George J.
the University. Awards
Flanigen IV (B.B.A. '81)
are given for distinis an internationally
guished achievement,
recognized video maker.
distinguished service or
Flanigen has compiled
distinguished friendship
an impressive list of
of the University.
awards including several
The Outstanding
regional Emmy awards
Young Alumni Award is
for excellence in direction, given to alumni aged 40
photography and editing; years or younger who
gold, silver and bronze
have made significant
medals from the Interna- accomplishments in
tional Film and Televibusiness or professional
sion Festival in New
life or given outstanding
York;. three GMA Dove
service to the University,
Awards for Video of the
community, state or
Year; and a national
nation.
Emmy for his Monday
The National Alumni
Night Football campaign, Association is accepting
which featured the
nominations for the 1995
University Porn Pon
Alumni Awards. To
squad.
nominate an individual
The Distinguished
for either of these prestiAlumni Awards are the
gious awards, simply fill
highest honors the
out the form below. For a
University can bestow.
copy of the awards
They recognize individucriteria, call the NAA at
als who, through their
901/678-2586. The deadservice and/or achieveline for nominations is
ments, have brought
Oct. 14, 1994.

Distinguished Alumni Awards and
Distinguished Young Alumni Awards
Nomination Form
Please provide detailed information, including the nominee's history, community activities, honors received, published works and
other pertinent data . Related newspaper clippings and magazine articles would be helpful. Please keep nominations confidential.

The Distinguished Alumni Awards Selection Committee will review nominations and select
recipients to be honored in March 1995. The Young Alumni Council will also select an individual
to be honored on that date.

I Nominate
For the 1995
Nominee's Occupation
Nominee's Address
Nominated By:
Address

Class of
Award because: (Attach additional sheet).
Phone
City, State
Zip
Phone

Nominations and supporting documentation must be mailed to: Distinguished and Outstanding Young Alumni Awards Committee,
Alumni Center, The University of Memphis, Memphis, TN 38152, no later than Oct. 14, 1994.
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Call 901 I 678-2586 for de- Nashville is scheduled
programming for out-oftails or reservation infor- for July 23 at Legends
town clubs. If you have
mation on the following:
suggestions or are interClub of Tennessee in
ested in helping plan
Franklin. We need hole
events for your area, call
sponsors and door prize
B
C
s donations from area
L
the NAA or fax your ideas
businesses. Please call for to 901/678-5215.
Clubs nationwide
details. Annual
celebrated the basketball scrambles are also
We are looking for contacts
season in style with
planned for Pickwick
to host Club events in Chicago;
Basketball Binge TV
and Trenton, Tenn., at
Colorado; Jackson, Miss.;
Viewing Parties for
Knoxville; Little Rock; LouisPickwick Landing State
ville, Ky.; Milwaukee; North alumni and friends in
Park and Pinecrest
west Tenn .; San Francisco; St.
Boston; Chattanooga;
Country Club.
Louis; and Tri -Cities, Tenn.
Dallas/Ft. Worth;
Results from question- Call the Alumni Center for
Colorado; Jackson,
information.
naires sent to many club
Tenn.; Little Rock;
Nashville; New York;
and Washington, D.C.
The Birmingham
Club, in conjunction with
the Rebounders basketball booster group, and
the Los Angeles Club
held pregame events
during the Tigers' trips to
those cities. Alumni and
fans from St. Louis
roared with the Tigers
from private party boxes
at the St. Louis Arena. If
you missed these exciting
alumni gatherings, join
us the next time we
"roar" into your city.
Participation increases each year for Blue-Gray Weekend, sponsored
Summer events are
by the Young Alumni Council and the Highland Hundred. Held in
being planned in conjunc- April, the event featured a tailgate party and a reunion touch
tion with the coaches'
football game. More than 25 teams participated in the annual
barbecue cooking contest. (Photo by Mike Murray)
traveling schedules.
Watch your mail for
members indicate they
details and join us!
CHAPTERS
enjoy participating in
The Tiger football
sports events with
schedule is out (see page
coaches. Other favorite
ART
33) and Tiger Roar
The Art Chapter held
activities include attendevents are being aring local sporting events, its annual awards dinner
ranged for alumni and
at the Dixon Gallery and
dinner at local restaufans in Tulsa, Okla.;
Gardens in March in
Mississippi; Louisville, rants, picnics, cultural
honor of 1994 summer
programs and social
Ky.; and Knoxville.
and fall scholarship
service functions such as
Check the calendar on
fun runs and charity
winners. Incoming
this page for dates and
freshmen and graduate
watch your mail for a flier events.
Club presidents and
students, faculty and
with detailed informastaff members will use
friends gathered to
tion.
the results and other
support the Art DepartThe first-ever Tiger
alumni input to improve
ment.
Golf Scramble in
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CALENDAR
MAY
13-14 "War Years"
Reunion Classes 1942-46
18 Tiger Golf Scramble
at Pickwick
19Business Alumni
Golf Tournament
20-29 Travelin' Tigers
Ireland Tour
27 Highland Hundred
Golf Tournament

JUNE
2 Tiger Golf Scramble
at Trenton
16Young Alumni Social
Hour at O'Malley's
25 Alumni Leaders
Workshop

JULY
21 Young Alumni Social
Hour at O'Malley's

23 Tiger Golf Scramble
in Nashville

AUGUST
10-22 Travelin' Tigers
Alaska Tour

15-27 Travelin' Tigers
Italy Tour

18 Young Alumni Social
Hour at O'Malley's

SEPTEMBER
10 Oklahoma Pregame
Event, Tigers
vs. Tulsa t
17 Mississippi Pregame
Event, Tigers vs.
Southern Miss. t
Engineering Alumni
Golf Tournament t

OCTOBER
22 Homecoming,
Tigers vs . Cincinnati
tDates I events are tentative or
to be announced. For
information, call 901 / 678-2586.
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AUDIOLOGY AND
SPEECH PATHOLOGY
The AUSP Chapter
met in March at the MidSouth Conference on
Communicative Disorders
to honor Sara Martin and
Dana Turner-Kobler as
the 1994 Outstanding
Student Award winners.
The 1994 Outstanding
Alumni Award was
presented to Bonnie
Buntin (M.A. '7 4). At a
reception following the
event, a special award in
honor of the late Sallie
Hillard, former AUSP
clinical supervisor, was
unveiled.
BAND
The Senior Appreciation Dinner in honor of
graduating seniors and
officers from the board of
directors was held in
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Tournament and family
January at Jim's Place
picnic. Call the Alumni
East.
Center for details.
Upcoming events for
fall include the annual
Kick-off Party for Tiger
HPER
The first event of the
football , the alumni
newly formed HPER
Homecoming half-time
performance and the Mid- Alumni Chapter was held
in January. More than 65
South Invitational for
alumni and friends
area high school marchgathered during the
ing bands.
inaugural reception at
The Peabody Hotel. The
BUSINESS
faculty adviser is Dr.
On May 19, the 6th
Annual Business Alumni Stan Walls. George
Brogdon (B.S.Ed. '89) is
Golf Tournament will be
the chapter's first presiheld at Plantation Golf
Course beginning at 1:30 dent.
p.m . Proceeds will benefit
NURSING
the Fogelman College of
The alumni board of
Business and Economics
directors has moved the
Scholarship Fund.
remaining 1994 meetings
to the Loewenberg School
ENGINEERING
Fall 1994 will welcome of Nursing's new facilities
adjacent to the Alumni
the return of the annual
Engineering Alumni Golf Center.
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LUTHERC.
McCLELLAN BLACK
ALUMNI CHAPTER
LCM members
gathered in January to
hear Coach Larry Finch's
live radio broadcast from
East Memphis Hilton's
Sanderlin Street Cafe.
In February more than
50 high school juniors
participated in a career
workshop as part of
African-American Recruitment Day. Special
thanks go to workshop
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Taiwan Club members
number more than
250, according to Dr.
Yen-Chieh Ouyang
(M.S. '87, Ph.D. '92),
club president. He and
assistant Nancy Yu
are pictured at left.
They say club
m embers meet twice a
year and host a large
conference for alumni
every year.

panelist Tim Brown
(B.B.A. '92) of Delta
Beverage Group; Andre
Dean (B.B.A. '89) of
American President
Lines; Del Gill (B.B.A.
'74, M.B.A. '78) of Memphis Light, Gas & Water;
and Stephen Sheegog
(B.B.A. '86) of First
Tennessee Bank.

Track
the Tigers
in '94

Join the National Alumni Association this
fall for pregame Tiger Roar rallies at away
game headquarters hotels in Tulsa,
Hattiesburg, Louisville and Knoxville. Take
advantage of special alumni discount rates at
official headquarters hotels as well.
Hop on board a "Big Blue Express" bus to
the traditional Memphis-Ole Miss game this
year in Oxford. Don't miss Homecoming '94
alumni activities when the Tigers battle
Cincinnati on Oct. 22.
More exciting activities are being planned
for Football '94. Watch future mailings and
your August magazine for further details.
Call the Alumni Center at 901/678-2586 for
information.

Tour space is limited. Costs are
per person. Call the National
Alumni Association at 901 /6782586 for details on any of these
exciting trips.

COLUMNS

•
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includes room, board,
transportation, all transfers and field trips. Single
supplement $300. Optional college credit and
stopover in Seattle
available. Call for brochure. $1,700 including
air fare.
Additional tours
planned for 1995 include
Russia and the Baltic Sea
countries, the Canary
Islands, Swiss Winter
Escapade, and a Panama
Canal cruise.
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Richard Russell, Angela
Caudle, Katrina Earley,
Carey Saunders and
Danny Moeschle.
Thirty-one new
ambassadors were
recently selected to the
board, and members
were honored at a
reception at President
and Mrs. Rawlins' home.

STUDENT
AMBASSADOR
BOARD
The SAB sent five
delegates to the Student
Alumni Conference in
Chattanooga this spring.
The District III Conference hosted more than
450 delegates from a
variety of colleges and
universities. "We hope to
bring a lot of new ideas to
the SAB," said board
president Laura
Vaughan.
The J. Wayne Johnson
Memorial Outstanding
Leadership Awards,
coordinated by SAB
member Shelli Messick,
were presented to the
following student leaders:
Corey Hickerson, Johnna
Reeder, John-Paul
Motley, Faire Chandler,
Gregory Ragland,

~"'ItAVELIN'
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and a return to college in
an ideal setting? Our
Alaskan classroom
aboard the MI V
Matanuska will take you
through 1,600 miles of
the famed Inside Passage.
The
M IV Matanuska
Alaska in spring.
serves the coastal cities of
Canal ofVenice. The 13Southeast Alaska that
ITALY
day tour continues on to
are unreachable by
Aug. 15-27, 1994.
Verona, Milan and
conventional road. Three
This fascinating tour
outstanding University of
Switzerland. $2,799,
begins in Rome with the
including air fare.
Alaska faculty members
Forum, the Circus Maxiwill help us appreciate
mus and the Arch of
the natural history, the
Constantine. Visit
ALASKA
political history and the
Pompeii, Isle of Capri and EDUCATIONAL
culture of this scenic area
Florence. See the Leaning ADVENTURE
Tower of Pisa and St.
March 31-April 7, 1995. as we visit Juneau,
Ketchikan, Wrangell,
Mark's Square, and
Are you ready for a
Haines and Sitka. Tuition
cruise along the Grand
different twist in travel
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YOUNG ALUMNI
COUNCIL
With more than 25
barbecue teams, the
Blue-Gray weekend gets
bigger and better each
year. YAC vice president
of programs, Suzanne
Harris (B.B.A. '89), and
the Highland Hundred
organized this year's
exciting event, which
featured a barbecue
cooking contest (in which
the top team won $500),
the Chuck Stobart radio
show, a tailgate party
and a reunion touch
football game.

Watch for details about
summer social events.

INTERNATIONAL
ALUMNI
Boasting more than
200 members, the
University's Taiwan Club
is growing steadily. The
club has a large conference yearly and committee meetings every six
months. According to the
club's president, Dr. YenChieh Ouyang (M.S. '87,
Ph.D. '92), International
Club members are excited
about the University
name change.

1994-95
Football Schedule
Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Mississippi State
@Tulsa
@So.Miss.
Arkansas
Tulane
Arkansas State
Cincinnati
@ Louisville
@ Ole Miss
@ Tennessee
East Carolina

Memphis
Tulsa
Hattiesburg
Memphis
Memphis
Memphis
Memphis
Louisville
Oxford
Knoxville
Memphis
33
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THOMAS F . O'BRIEN
(LL.B.),vice president of
business development at Shelby
Bank, has been named Citizen
of the Year by the Shelby
County Optimist Club.

'46 ELIZABETH MARIE W.
KARETH (B.S.) has retired
from Cincinnati Public Schools
after 30 years as an elementary
teacher.

'52 FLORENCE H . LEFFLER
(M.A. ) is 1994 chairman of the
Memphis City Council.
PERCY L. ROBERTS JR. (B.S.)
has been appointed chairman
of the Navy-U.S. Marine
Corps World War II 50th
Anniversary Commemorative
Committee and will coordinate
local activities through 1995.
He represents the W.K.
Singleton Detachment of
Marine Corps League.

'57 JACK J . GOODE (B.S.) is
city manager of Lakeland,
Tenn .
JERRY E. MORRIS (B.S .),
owner of Morris Advertising
Agency, received the Tennessee
Quality Award from the state
of Tennessee.
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PARKS E . DUFFEE (B.B.A.),
a practicing CPA since 1962,
is business manager for
Memphis' Medical Group
Clinic. He is married to Mary
Harvill a nd they have nine
children.

L

AUSTINE. SMITH (B.A.) is
employee benefits manager at
Tom's Foods Inc. in Columbus, Ga. His wife, ANNE
ANTHONY SMITH (M.A. '72)
teaches English at Columbus
College.

David L. Acey

CHARLES CAVAGNARO
(B.S.), director of athletics at
The University of Memphis,
has published an article on a
$1.4 million budget reduction
in the NCAA drug-testing
program in the NCAA Sports
S ciences Newsletter. He is a
member of the NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects
of Sports.
WILLIAM "BILL" H. WILSON
(B.S .) has joined Memphisbased Energy Systems &
Service Inc. as a sales representative and has relocated to the
Orlando area.

'67

ROBERT R. MILNER JR.
(B .S.), a broker at Wilkinson &
Snowden, is 1994 president of
the Council of Logistics
Management-Memphis
Round table.

'69

ANDREW S. EDSON
(M.A.) is president and chief
operating officer of the New
York-based public relations
consultants Anreder and Co.
Inc.

DR. JAMES THOMAS ALLEN
JR. (B.A., M.A. '72), a Furman University computer
science professor, co-authored
the book Exploring the
Science of Computing: A
Laboratory Approach with
Pascal.

McGLADE LADD HOLLOWAY
(M.A. ) has been appointed
assistant superintendent of
the Duval County School
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DR. THOMAS ANDREW
RHODES (M.A., Ed.D. '78) is
the new director of Historic
New Harmony in New Harmony, Ind .
LT. COL. DAVID SIMMS (B.A. )
has transferred from the U .S.
Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, Colo., to the Pentagon ,
where he has been assigned to
the Office of the Assistant to
the Secretary of Defense for
Public Affairs .

Timothy J. Corrigan

'71 TIMOTHY J . CORRIGAN
(B.S.Ed.), PGA head golf ·
professional at Holiday Golf
Club, has been named Merchandiser of the Year by PGA of
America . He lives in Olive
Branch, Miss.

'73 C. WAYNE ADAMS
(B.B.A.) is vice president of
operations for Service Master
Bluff City, a commercial and
residential cleaning company.

DR. JERRY HAWKINS CM.Ed .),
professor of physical education
and exercise studies at Lander
University, has taught sports
medicine for 18 years. He has
recently published his fourth
book, The Practical Delivery of
Sports Medicine Services: A
Conceptual Approach.

REV. BRADLEY W . GABRIEL
CB.A. , M.A. '77) is the 1993-94
president of the Memphis
Ministers Association.
TOM P. HAUGHNEY (B.S.E .D .)
is a territory sales manager for
SmithKline Beacham Laboratories. His wife, BRENDA
RODGERS HAUGHNEY (B.A.
'79) is director of compensation
and benefits for Coca-Cola
Bottling Co. Consolidated. They
and their sons, Justin , 16, and
Brett, 13, live in Charlotte, N.C.

'72 WILLIAM JOSEPH

JOHN L. CARLSON (B.B.A.,
M.S. '76) has been promoted to
Navy Captain while serving at
Naval Air Reserve, Naval Air
Station, Memphis.
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"JOE" BILLIONS (B.B.A.,
M.B .A. '82) is president and
chief operating officer of Butler
Insurance Associates in
Atlanta.

E
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BRENDA H. JOBE (B.F .A.), a
free-lance illustrator and
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Calvin Burns

'74 CALVIN BURNS (B.A.),
executive board member for the
National Alumni Association, is
administrative assistant of
public relations for Shelby
County criminal court clerk,
Minerva J. Johnican.
WILLIE B. DEAN (B.S.Ed .) has
received his Executive M.B.A.
degree from the University of
Nebraska-Omaha. He is
president and chief executive
officer of Omaha Council Bluffs
YMCA.
STEVE HARGETT (B.B .A.) has
been named vice president,
finance, and chief financial
officer for Daniel Freeman
Hospitals Inc. in Inglewood,
Calif.
DR. VICTORIA L. HARRIS
(B.S .Ed., M .Ed. '76) is study
coordinator for the AIDS
Clinical Trials Unit at
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center, Division oflnfectious
Diseases. She serves on the
National Community Advisory
Board for the AIDS Vaccine
Evaluation Group, chairs
Vanderbilt's AIDS Vaccine
Evaluation Unit's local
community advisory board and
serves on the Education
Advisory Committee for the
New York-based American

COLUMNS

E
manager at Houston Intercontinental Airport.
NAVY LT. CMDR. ALTMAN L.
LAWSON (B.A.) has assumed
command of Patrol Squadron
Five, Naval Air Station ,
Jacksonville, Fla.
ROBERT WANG (M.A.), owner
of Wang's International Inc.,
has been chosen International
Business Person of the Year by
the Academy of International
Business-Southwest.

'76

DAVIDE. GREER
(M.P.A.) is attending the U.S.
Army War College at Carlisle
Barracks, Pa.

BARRY T. LINCOLN (B.A.)
owns and operates Mr. Lincoln's
Costume Shoppe in Memphis.

Dr. Thomas A. Rhodes

Brian J . Kelly
John L. Carlson

Foundation for AIDS Research .
She is also an instructor/trainer
for the American Red Cross
HIV/AIDS Instructor's Course
and volunteers for Nashville
CARES.

STEPHEN KANGISSER
(B.B.A.) is vice president of
saJes and marketing for Hood
Ice Cream Division. He Jives
with his family in Andover,
Mass.

LOUIS WELLS (B.B.A.) has
been in insurance sales since
1976. He lives in Dripping
Springs, Texas.

BRIAN J. KELLY (B.B.A. )
has been appointed group
product manager for Parker
Hannifin Corp. Automotive and
Refrigeration Group in
Broadview, Ill.

L

KATHLEEN T. LARSON (B.A. )
is a program analyst with the
systems policy staff, U.S .
Department of Justice, in
Washington.

Yvonne B. Acey

'64 LES BROOKS (B.B.A.),
president and chief executive
officer of Montana Naturals
International, was recently
profiled in Professional
Montanan magazine about
his leadership of the company
that markets nutritional food
supplements .

Ken Gilmer
KEN GILMER (B.B.A.) is vice
president of manufacturing for
Wing Industries of Dallas.

'70 DAVID L. ACEY (B.S .,
M.A. '72), assistant professor
in the University's Theater
and Communication Arts
Department, and YVONNE B.
ACEY CM.Ed . '75), a special
education teacher at Northside
High School in Memphis,
participated in a Kwanzaa
celebration at Foote Homes
Housing Development sponsored by Africa in April
Cultural Awareness F estival
Inc.
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PAMELA SNIDER
KALMANOWITZ (A.N. ) has
received a law degree from
Western State University
College of Law.

TERRY H . WESUER (B.S. ,
M.S. '72) has been a professor
of mathematics and statistics
at Henry Ford Community
College in Dearborn, Mich., for
the past 20 years. He recently
published his 19th college-level
mathematics textbook with
William C. Brown Publishers of
Dubuque, Iowa. He and his
wife, Mary Ann, have three
sons, Timothy, 16; Thomas, 14;
and Robert, 14.

'66

E

designer and former art director
at the University, owns Jobe
Design. She is responsible for
the 1994 Memphis in May Tshirt designs and calendar of
events brochure.

RICHARD D. LEE (B.S.M.E .), a
Colonel in the U.S . Army, is
attending the Army's War
College at Carlisle Barracks in
Carlisle, Pa.

'65 DR. JOHN C. MORRISON
(B.S.), professor of obstetrics,
gynecology and pediatrics at the
University of Mississippi
Medical Center, has been
named Distinguished Barnard
Professor at the University of
Mississippi.
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System. She lives in DeLeon
Springs, Fla.

'61 FRED

DIXON (B.A., M.A.
'62) is nearing retirement as
associate professor of English at
East Stroudsburg University in
Pennsylvania.
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'77

SAM HERRON (B .S.,
M.B.A. '91) has been promoted
from chemist to supervisor of
the quality assurance laboratory of CCL Custom Manufacturing.

PAMELA COFFEY TURPIN
(M.S.T.) has received a
doctorate in science education
curriculum and instruction from
Virginia Tech. She is a chemistry teaching associate for
Roanoke College in Salem, Va.

'75

JANE ISBELL HAYNES
(B.S .) has written William
Faulkner, His Lafayette County
Heritage: Lands, Houses and
Businesses, a companion volume
to her series William Faulkner:
Backgrounds and Sources. She
has also had articles published
recently in Mississippi Quarterly, William Faulkner Special
Issue; Faulkner Newsletter and
Yoknapatawpha Review; and
The United Methodist Reporter.

Michael Kyle
MICHAEL KYLE (B.S.E.E.,
M.Ed . '88) has been nominated
for the second straight year by
The Commercial Appeal Best of
the Preps staff for Class AA
Coach of the Year. He has led
Ridgeway High School to five
softball city championships, two
district titles and two trips to
the sub-state tournament and
has compiled a 94-23 record.

'78 KEN R. DILDINE (B.B.A.,
J.D. '82) has been promoted to
vice president of The University
of Arizona Foundation.

David C. Kerr
DAVID C. KERR (B.A., M.A.
'77) is Delta Air Lines station

MARY COLLINS EVANS
(B.A. ), a DRG coordinator for
the Mid-South Foundation for
Medical Care Inc. in Memphis,
has graduated from the
University of Tennessee,
Memphis, with a bachelor's
degree in health information
management.
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CAROL MEAD HALL
(B.S.Ed.) has ended a 15-year
career with Nationwide
Insurance to raise her three
sons, Joe, Nie and William,
and to prepare for the arrival
of a fourth child due in
September.
FRANK MAIER (B.P.S.) has
been with Plus One Coupons/
Power Marketing Co. for the
past six years and owns FM
Disc Jockey Services, a mobile
D.J. business. He is m arri ed to
Virginia Vandeventer Maier
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and has a stepson, Richard
McCullar.

'79

TERRENCE M. LaCOMBE
(B .B.A., M.P.A. '89), joined
Memphis Shelby County
Public Library and Information Center as staff
development program developer.

'81 ARLENE J . ENGLE
(M.Ed.) is a learning disabilities specialist at
Washtenaw Community
College in Ann Arbor, Mich.

DONALD G. PATTERSON
(B.P .S.) is director of systems
operation for the digital
prepress department at Wilson
Graphics in Memphis. He and
his wife, Tracy, have a son,
Nathaniel.

JOHN JAY ANDERSEN
CM.Ed.), director of the campus' University Center, has
won the C. Shaw Smith
Outstanding Service Award
at the annual Association of
College Unions-International
meeting in Charleston, S.C.
He has been with the association for 31 years.
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Vicki Gilmore Roman
VICKI GILMORE ROMAN
(M.B.A. ), corporate vice
president and treasurer for
Coca-Cola Enterprises in
Atlanta, is the first black
woman to serve on the board of
directors of First Tennessee
National Corp.

RONALD HART (B.B.A.,
M.B.A. '83), vice president
and senior investment officer
for First Boston Corp. southeast region , has had "Creating
An Effective Investment
Policy" published in the
Journal of Cash Management.

MICHAEL L. RODEN (J .D. ) is
the assistant U.S. Attorney for
the Middle District of Tennessee.
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ALAN ROWE (M.B.A.) has
been named president and chief
executive officer of United
American Bank of Central
Florida.

PRISCILLA STEWARTJONES (B.B.A.) is the new
division human resources
manager for the Coca-Cola
Bottling Co. northern
California division.

(M.A.) has received a doctorate

in communication with an
emphasis in broadcasting at
the University of Tennessee.
His dissertation topic was
the possible effect of the
Fairness Doctrine on the
production of editorials at
commercial television stations
in the United States.

L. DARREN GIBSON
(B.B.A., M.B.A. '91) has
joined the law firm of Strang,
Fletcher, Carriger, Walker,
Hodge & Smith in Chattanooga, Tenn.

ROBERT EARL MASON
(B.S.Ed.) has been named
athletic director ashore by
Commander-in-Chief, U.S.
Atlantic Fleet, and received
the Atlantic Fleet Excellence
Award. Robert is athletic
director at Kings Bay Naval
Submarine Base in Kings
Bay, Ga. He resides in St.
Marys, Ga., with his wife,
JANE ANN MASON (B.S .Ed.
'87).

has been appointed chief
prosecuting attorney for
Kershaw County, S.C.

Blanchard E. Tual
BLANCHARD E. TUAL
(M.A.), a partner in Tuai,
Garrison & Tuai law firm
and current president of the
National Alumni Association,
has been named 1994 president of the Memphis and
Shelby County Bar Association.
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DAVID W. HOOVER (B.B.A.,
M.B.A. '84) is a statistical
analyst with Nabisco Foods
Group. He also teaches
statistics part time at the
University of South
Florida.

LAURA KENNER THOMAS
(B.S.M.E., J .D. and M.B.A.'93)
is assistant attorney general for
the state of Tennessee in
Nashville.

CATHERINE HIGHT
HORNSBY (J.D.) has been
appointed city judge for Bolivar,
Tenn.
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Glenn R. Malone
GLENN R. MALONE (B.B.A. )
is vice president, planning
and analysis, for John Q.
Hammons Hotels Inc.
DR. P. JEFFREY WRIGHT
(M.S., Ph .D. '88) is manager
of clinical support services at
Thompson Cancer Survival
Center. He also maintains a
private practice in clinical
psychology in Knoxville,
where he lives with his
wife, Katherine, and their
two sons, Michael and Carter.

E
tion from Virginia Tech.

'87

BRIAN L. SHARP
(B.B.A. , M.B.A. '88) has been
accepted into the Ford Motor
Co. college graduate program as
a statistical analyst in Detroit.

Sharon Macklin Harris

'84 BURGES C. BUDD
(B.S.T.), navy senior chief
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' 88 TINA SANFORD
HOPKINS (B.B.A. ) married
MARKT. HOPKINS (B.B.A.
'90) in February 1993. She is
human resource manager at
Trammell Crow Co. in Memphis .

SHERRY STREET (M.A.) works
part time at Appalachian State
University as a clinical
supervisor and coordinator of
the Early Intervention/Parent
Education Program.
WILLIAM T. WINCHESTER
(B.S.) is pursing a master's
degree in teaching at The
University of Memphis Jackson
Center. He is married to
Rochelle Collier, a pre-school
teacher at KinderCare.

'86

DR. SCOTT L. BAER
(B.A.) has graduated magna
cum Laude from Southern
College of Optometry. He lives
in Jackson, Tenn., with his wife,
WANDA BRIGHT BAER
(B.S .Ed. '80), and their son,
Robert, 6.

(B.A.) has joined VITAS
Healthcare Corp. in Fort Worth,
Texas, as a chaplain and
bereavement counselor.

'82 GREG HEMBREE (B.S.)

'80 DR. SHEILA ISKRA

L

MAX A. PIWONKA (M.S.) is a
partner at Coopers & Lybrand
accounting firm in Memphis .

'83 ANTHONY H . BURDICK

CINDY MAYNARD WAGSTER
(M.A.) is speech pathology
supervisor at Jackson-Madison
County General Hospital in
Jackson, Tenn.

PATTI KISSEL YEISER
(B.A. , M.B .A. '82), former vice
president and director of
training with National Bank
of Commerce, is owner and
president of Yeiser: Training
for Financial Institutions .

SANDRA P. MARBRY
(B.B.A. ) is administrative
assista nt to the president of
Flavorite Laboratories Inc.
She lives in Lake Cormorant,
Miss.

MARK A. THOMAS (B.B.A.) is
area vice president of sales for
Frito Lay Inc. He and his wife,
LYNNE REED THOMAS
(B.B.A. '84), live in San Antonio
with their son, Grant.

DR. DAVID SPICELAND

CLIFTON B. SICKLES II
(M.B .A. ) is director of corporate
procurement at Howmet Corp.
He resides in Michigan .

JONES (M.B.A.) earned a
doctorate in marketing from
Texas A & M University in
1993. She lives in San Antonio
with her husband.

LUCYY. SHAW (B.P .S.,
M.B.A. '85), has retired as
president of The Regional
Medical Center at Memphis.
She is the first black named to
the board of National Bank of
Commerce .

Alan Rowe

Clifton B. Sickles II

p

petty officer, has retired from
active duty after 32 years of
service. He most r ecently
served at Naval Air Reserve,
Naval Air Station, Memphis.

Lucy Y. Shaw

CARSON LOONEY (B.E .T.),
Memphis a rchitect for Looney
Ricks Kiss, was a juror for the
1994 Southern Home Awards
spon sored by Southern Living
magazine.

Patti Kissel Yeiser

0

SHARON D. MACKLIN
HARRIS (B.S.Ed. ) is a teacher
for Memphis City Schools and a
member of the Memphis
Education Association and
Tennessee Education Association . She and her husband,
Bobby, have a daughter, Angela
Denise.

KENDY KALLAHER (B.A. ) has
joined the law firm McKnight,
Hudso n, Lewis & Henderson in
Memphis.

Scott McClain, an
alumnus of the University, has joined the
National Alumni
Association as constituent chapter
coordinator.
Formerly director of
marketing for Pro-Am
Indoor Sports,
McClain coordinates
the activities of nine
constituent chapter s in
Shelby Countyincluding Art, AUSP,
Band, Business and
Economics, Education,
Engineering, HPER,
Journalism and
University Collegeand advises each
group's board of
directors. He also
works closely with
members of the
Skyliners Club of
downtown alumni and
the Emeriti Chapter.
McClain received a
bachelor's degree in
marketing in 1990. He
was a varsity cheerleader from 1988-90.
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Timothy A. Beacham

'85

TIMOTHY A. BEACHAM
(B.A. , J.D . '93) is assistant
district attorney general for the
30th judicial district in Shelby
County, where he will prosecute
cases in General Sessions
Criminal Court. Beacham and
his wife, Cathy, own and
operate Cathy's Corners Custom
Framing.
JEFF T. EDWARDS (B .B.A.) is
a partner at E & H Mortgage
Co. of Jackson, Tenn.

C O L U M N

LISA BRAZEL EPSTEIN (M.A. )
has a private practice in
children's speech and language
services and works part time at
Emory Autism Center. She lives
in Atlanta.
DORIS SHELTON GULLEY
(B.B.A.) has been promoted
to assistant vice president,
Financial Information Services
Group, of Atlanta-based
Equifax Inc. She and her
husband, William, live in
Dunwoody, Ga.
DEBORAH WILLIAMS WELLS
(B.S.Ed., M.Ed. '90), of
Morgantown, W. Va., has
received a doctorate in educa-

Ron Medlin
RON MEDLIN (M.S.), formerly
assistant athletic trainer for the
Cleveland Browns, is head
athletic trainer for the Atlanta
Falcons . His wife, CANDACE
MATHEWS MEDLIN (B.E.E.
'87), has resigned from Cleveland Public Power, where she
was a consulting engineer. They
live in Atlanta.
MALCOLM GLENN SPENCER
(B.B.A. ) married EMILY K.
EOFF (B.A. '90 ) Feb. 5. They
live in Atlanta, where Glenn is
a sales representative for the
Maxwell House division of Kraft
Food Ingredients.

'89 LEON W. COOPER JR.
(B.B.A.) has joined Hardin's
Sysco Corp. as a marketing
associate.
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ELISE MITCHELL (M.A. ),
director of public rela tions for
Embassy Suites Inc., has been
elected president of the
Memphis chapter of the Public
Relations Society of America.

Sandra A. Hamer
SANDRA A. HAMER (B.A.)
has been hired as evening
assignment editor for WMCTV (Channel 5) in Memphis.
She has free-lanced for the
Tri-State Defender; Black
Entertainment Television ,
based in Washington; and
Contempora magazine.

'90

DR. CHRISTINE A.
GILMORE (Ph .D.) married
Gregory Scott Eubanks April 2.
They live in Memphis.
ALEXANDRA RAY HAUGHT
(B.A.) has graduated from
Cumberland School of Law
and is practicing tax and
corporate law in Ft. Walton
Beach, Fla. She and her
husband, Bruce, live in
Destin, Fla.
CHRISTOPHER M. LYONS
(B.B.A. ) is associate production manager/knees for Smith
& Nephew Richards in
Memphis.
GINGER HOLT PORTER
(B.A.), who formerly worked
at Le Bonbeur Children's
Medical Center, has been
named public relations
coordinator for the Memphis
Zoo. She has also bee n elected
secretary of the Memphis
chapter of the Public Relations
Society of America.

'91RICHARD A. COUCH
(B.A.) has earned a master's
degree in Germa n from the
University of Iowa. He lives in
Iowa City.

KEVIN T. COYNE (J .D.) is an
associate at the Public
Defenders Office in Delaware
County, Pa.
DR. STEPHEN F . DUNCAN
(D.M.A. ) is assistant professor
of music a t Eastern New
Mexico University.
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STEPHANIE TODD
WATSON (B.A. ) is area
manager for United Way of
West Tennessee in Jackson,
Tenn.
ROBYN WILLIAMS (B.A.) is a
social worker with Missouri's
Division of Family Services.
She lives with her family in
Steele, Mo.

Khristain Aquilini

'93 KHRISTAIN AQUILINI
(B.A. ) is marketing coordinator
for the Memphis architectural
firm of Askew, Nixon , Ferguson
& Wolfe Inc.
FLETCHER V. POWELL JR.
(B.B.A. ) is a sales representative at Business Equipment
Center Inc. in Memphis . He
has married Kris Walters.

R

Joel Robert Cox to Lori
Smith (B.A. '88) and James
Robert Cox (B.B.A. '86) Jan . 12,
1994. He has a brother,
Marshall. The family lives in
Texarkana, Texas.

The Alumni Association would
like to congratulate the families
of these new babies:

TRACY C. SENAT (M.A. ) is
director of public relations at
Ra ndolph Hospital in
Asheboro, N .C.

ROBERT D. REDMOND
(B.A. ), Marine 2nd lieutenant,
has graduated from the
Combat Engineer Officer
Course.

E

John Andrew Carnes to
Paige DeWeese (B.S.Ed. '93)
and Kim Ray Carnes (B.A. '88)
March 26, 1993.

GORDON PROUD (B.A. ) is
director of fitness at M.E.
Lyons YMCA in Cincinnati.

(B.A. ) is account manager for
Procter & Gamble in grocery
retail operations in Nashville.

G

Beard Oct. 20, 1993. They live
in Collierville, Tenn .

JAMES D. MOONEY JR.
(B.B.A. ), associate vice
president of Morgan Keegan &
Co., is president of the
University's Young Alumni
Council.

'92 BARBARA E . BLAIR
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National Alumni
Association
Offers Signet J e-w-elry
Effective July 1, 1994,
Memphis State University will become The
University of Memphis.
To commemorate the
event, the Alumni
Association is offering
alumni a final opportunity to purchase official
Memphis State jewelry.
Master jewelers of
ArtCarved have been
commissioned to market
the MSU signet ring and
pendant one last time.
Following this offer,
Memphis State jewelry
will be a thing of the
past.
From original design
to careful hand-finishing,
more than 60 expert
jewelry craftsmen contribute their skills to the
creation of a single
ArtCarved piece. Each
piece features an authentic re-creation of the
University's traditional
seal and is meticulously
handcrafted by the Lost
Wax technique, dating
back to the days of the
Renaissance.
T

H

The rings are beautifully crafted in either 10
or 14 karat gold and are
individually personalized. The pendants and
matching chains are 14
karat gold.
Take advantage of
special premiere jewelry
prices. For example, the
women's ring may be
purchased for as little as
$24.90 a month with no
down payment using the
convenient interest-free
installment plan. Pieces
may be returned within
15 days after delivery for
exchange or refund; and
rings will be sized at no
cost during the first year
of ownership. The
ArtCarved warranty
guarantees that the ring
or pendant will be free
from defects in workmanship or materials for the
life of the jewelry.
To take advantage of
this offer, call toll free
800/292-4345. For
information about other
alumni services, call 901/
678-2586.
E
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Ellery Read Ammons to
Kristin Williams (B.B.A. '82)
and Douglass P . Ammons
(B.B .A. '79) Jan. 16, 1994.
Ellery has a sister, Katelyn
Elizabeth.
Aaron Kenneth Banks to
Stephanie Diffee (B.B.A. '89)
and Richard Banks July 15,
1993.
Joshua Brent Barnhill to
Ramona LaGrone (B.B.A. '89)
and Roger B. Barnhill Jan . 23,
1994. They live in Paragould,
Ark.
Paul Marshall Barrett to
Lindsey Bryant (B.B.A. '87)
and Robert Barrett Aug. 26,
1993. They live in Huntsville,
Ala.
Kyle Wayne Beard to Lisa
Kallaher (B.A. '85) and Wayne

Stephen James Creary to
Connie and Mike Creary
(B.B .A. '80) Dec. 20, 1993. He
has a sister, Courtney, and a
brother, Andrew. The family
lives in Knoxville, Iowa .
Meredith Tate Goforth to
Ginger Leslie (B.B.A. '83)
and Michael Goforth June 21,
1993. She has a sister,
Kathryn .
Mallory Lynne Hughey to
Carol West (B.S .Ed . '70, M.Ed.
'79) and Tony Hughey (B.S. '70,
M.P.A. '83) Feb. 23, 1994.
Annie Laughton to Patricia
McClure (J.D . '90) and Rodney
Laughton Oct. 6, 1993. Annie
has two brothers, Nathan and
Kenneth. The family lives in
Scarborough, Maine.
Laura Elizabeth Lovins to
Julia Feola and Tom Lovins
(M.Ed. '75) April 28, 1993. She
has a sister, Katie. The family
lives in West Virginia.
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Shelby Ann Marra to Ann E.
Lehner (M.A.T. '90) a nd
Vincent Marra Sept. 14, 1993.
They live in Morenci, Ariz.

Brandon Xavier Shepard to
Judy and David B. Shepard
(M.Ed . '82) Oct. 31, 1993. They
live in Antioch, Tenn.

William Chester "Chet"
Martin Jr. to Sheila Murphy
(B.S.Ed. '84) and William
Chester Martin April 23,
1993. They live in Richmond,
Va.

Hunter David Street to
Sherry Street (M.A. '85) and
Jim Street May 11, 1993. He
has a sister, Kristen, and a
brother, Harrison. The family
lives in Boone, N.C.

Matthew Tyler McCullough
to Janice Hoffman (M.A. '83)
and Steve McCullough Nov. 19,
1993.

Anna Kristan Thompson to
Annette Desiderio (B.A. '91)
and Rich Thompson Aug. 3,
1993.

Mary Katherine Norris to
Kimberly Redus (B.B.A. '84)
and Bishop Norris May 30,
1993. They live in Collierville,
Tenn.

Hayley Rae, Rachel Nicole
and Lacey Rochelle Tvede
to Karen and Clifford M. Tvede
(B.S.E.T. '81) Dec. 20, 1993.

Danielle Leigh McEwen to
Sharon and David McEwen
(B.S.E .T. '86) June 18, 1993.
They live in Highland Village,
Texas.
Greggory Alan Morris to
Julie Boehms (B.A. '88, M.A.T.
'91) and Tim G. Morris (B.S.Ed .
'89) Dec. 30, 1993.
Julia Lynn Perkins to Bonnie
Daws (B.A. '81) and Brent
Perkins July 6, 1993. Julia has
a brother, Jeremy Brent. The
family lives in St. Louis. ·
Diana Jennifer Reese to
Susan Thompson (B.B.A. '86)
and Jeffrey Richard Reese
June 13, 1993. They live in
Mobile, Ala.

Alister Elizabeth Williams
to Lindy MacDonald (B.A. '80 ,
M.S. '91) and Christopher Todd
Williams (B. S.Ed . '88) Dec. 16,
1993.
Hunter Christopher
Williams to Robyn Williams
(B.A. '92) and Shawn Williams
Dec. 4, 1993.
Kathleen Elizabeth Wilson
to Susan Woods (B.A. '89) and
Robert Wilson June 29, 1993.
They live in Dallas.

All alumni live in Memphis
unless otherwise noted.
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We Want t o Hear From You ...

D Please send me a complimentary National Alumni Association □ car window decal □ bumper sticker.
□ Please contact me about
□ Club
□ Constituent Chapter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Please send the information requested.
Name of Club/Chapter
□ Address Change
□ Name Change
□ News Item for "People"
□ Birth Information
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SS#
Year/Degree _ _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _________________ State ______________ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
News/Request:

If you receive more than one copy of The University of Memphis Magazine, please contact the Alumni Center to verify mailing
information. If you have friends who would like to receive the publication, ask them to call the Alumni Center. News items and
photographs are welcome, but we cannot be responsible for return of unsolicited materials. All verifiable information received on
graduates is printed in the order it is received and as space permits. Photographs will be used at the discretion of the editor. Mail
L..:_o:_
National
Alumni Association • The University of Memphis • Memphis, TN 38152 • Phone 901 / 678-2586 • FAX 901 I 678-5215. 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J
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IN

MEMORIAM

Alumni
(listed alphabetically by
graduation dates)

1920s-30s
Mildred Gragg (Dip '21, B.S.
'41) Jan. 2, 1994.
Bonnie Emmons Darby (B.S.
'28) Nov. 23 , 1993.
Mary Yancy Stokes (B.S. '28)
Nov. 19, 1993.
Sara Moore Whitley (B.S. '30)
Dec. 14, 1993.
Nell Sanders Aspero (B.S. '34,
LL.B. '38) Dec. 28, 1993.
Dr. Harvill F. Dean (B.S . '34,
LL.B. '39) Jan. 8, 1994.
Raye L. Jaffe (B.S. '37 ) Oct. 27,
1993.

1940s-50s
Ruth Bentley (B.S. '40) Oct. 16,
1993.

Florence Patton (A.N. '73, B.N.
'83 ) Sept. 25 , 1993.
Lillia n H . Scott (B.S .Ed. '73)
Dec. 21, 1993.

Elizabeth Parker Grimes (M.A.
'62) Nov. 3, 1993.
Ernest Buford Abron (M.A. '63)
Dec. 27 , 1993.
Marga ret Ann Craft Plant
(B.S .Ed. '68) June 29, 1992.
Rebecca E . "Becky Ann" Davis
(B.S.Ed. '69) Dec. 23 , 1993.
Charles Mark Reisman (B.A.
'70) Sept. 28, 1993.
Johnye L. Essary (M .Ed . '71)
Dec. 21, 1993.
Sidney Irvin Kaufman (M .S .
'72) Aug. 14, 1993.
Richard Douglas Whitney
(B.S .Ed . '72) Dec. 20, 1993.
Joyce Eileen Kraemer (B.A. '73)
Nov. 28, 1993.

P. McLauren Watson, Oct. 1,
1993.

James Johnson, Oct. 30, 1993.

James Robert Stanley Jr.
(B.B.A. '78) Oct. 6, 1993.

Dr. Charles Edward
Kossmann, Dec. 27, 1993.
Col. Samuel Firth Langley,
Dec. 1, 1993.

Samuel J. Weintraub, Dec. 12,
1993.

The Alumni Association would
like to express sympathy to
families and friends of these individuals.

Ronald Joe Williams (B.B.A
'79) Nov. 3, 1993.

1980s-90s

University's
Legal Counsel Dies

Barbara Jean Partee Nelms
CM.Ed. '84) Sept. 5, 1993.

Sherry Mathis (B.F .A. '88) Jan.
23 , 1994.

1960s-70s

Carl Carson, Nov. 19, 1993.

Lawrence Edward Young (B.A.
'76) Dec. 9, 1993.
Bobbie "Babs" Jean Finley
CM.Ed . '77) Sept. 12, 1993.

Frederick McKay McIntosh,
Dec. 7, 1993.
John D. Myles, Nov. 2, 1993.

James Russell Hooker, Oct. 22,
1993.

I

Samuel M. Marks, Nov. 14,
1993.

Louis Jack Berger, June 21,
1993.

James C. Adams III (B.A. '76)
Oct. 20, 1993.

Katherine "Kitty" Robbins ('45)
Aug. 31, 1993.

Ann Elizabeth Tucker (B.S. '58,
M.Ed. '81) Oct. 2, 1993.

Homer L. Armstrong, Jan . 3,
1994.

Richard D. Hill, Oct. 30, 1993.

Charles Brakefield ('43 ) Aug.
13, 1993.

Dr. William T. Satterfield (B.S.
'54) Sept. 4, 1993.

Friends

Leland L. Smith Jr. (B.S.Ed.
'73 ) Sept. 26, 1993.

Raymond David Coleman
(B.S .M.E . '87, M.B.A. '92) Jan .
5, 1994.

Irby Raymond Lenderman Jr.
(LL.B. '49) Dec. 13, 1993.
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Roy Curtis Parks (B.A. '73)
Sept. 9, 1993.

University
Faculty/Staff
Wilton L. Accola, assistant
professor of accountancy, Feb.
11, 1994.
Sherman Alex Benton,
retired physical plant and
planning employee, Jan. 8,
1994.
John C. Carter, former law
professor, Oct. 5, 1993.
Dr. Cl a ude T. Coffman,
professor emeritus and former
interim dean of the law school,
Jan. 13, 1994.
Gerald L. DeZonia, real estate
law and est a te planning
instructor, Dec. 9, 1993.
Arlene S . Glass, retired
Athletic Department
secretary, Dec. 15,
1993 .
Dr. Walter E . Wilhelm, biology
professor, Nov. 28, 1993.
J erome Spencer Woodward Sr.
('66), grounds supervisor, May
18, 1993.

Kathryn Hookanson

Kathryn Hookanson,
an attorney and former law professor who
was legal counsel to
the University's president, died March 5.
Hookanson decided
upon a career in law
while still in junior
high school. She graduated from American
University in Washington with a degree in
international studies,
then worked in the
insurance industry
until entering the Cecil
C. Humphreys School
of Law.

After earning her
degree, Hookanson
practiced law in Memphis. She joined the law
school faculty as an
assistant professor and
assistant director of
the legal clinic in 1980.
Returning to private
law practice in 1983,
she remained an
adjunct professor at the
University teaching
trial advocacy. In 1986,
she was appointed to
President Thomas
Carpenter's staff
and remained as
assistant to Dr. V. Lane
Rawlins.
At the University
Hookanson dealt with a
variety of issues,
ranging from copyright
law to the University's
relationship with the
National Collegiate
Athletic Association.
In 1984 Hookanson
was chosen an Outstanding Young
Woman of America.
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Memphis State has moved up to The University of Memphis . Memphis State has
grown, so that we now have a broad undergraduate and graduate curriculum and a growing
research program. We're changing our name to reflect our
new status as a big-league university.
But, even with a new name, our Tigers will
never change their stripes. We're continuing our
tradition of a great athletic program and a great
academic university.
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